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Senate plans “safe ride”
Police jurisdiction unclear to many program for students
Between Tufts, Somerville and Medford Police, who’s your chief?
BY

BY SARAH

LIZ HOFFMAN

What does it say on the side
of that cruiser?
The overlapping duties
of the Tufts University Police
Department (TUPD) and local
city police have blurred the
jurisdictional lines of the different police departments for
many students living off campus.
Junior Dave Naden, who is
currently studying abroad
in Spain, had an encounter with the Somerville Police
Department (SPD) and TUPD
this summer that illustrates this
confusion.
Naden threw a party, and the
SPD arrived, informing Naden
that a noise complaint had been
made.
“I explained to them that we
just had some friends over and
asked if there was anything I
could do,” Naden said. “The
officer told me that if we turned
the music down and closed the
windows, we should be fine.”
Naden complied with the
requests and informed his
guests to keep the noise down
but TUPD arrived five minutes
later and said that they had
been contacted by Somerville
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out the trash, encounters with
the Somerville police can be an
unexpected consequence of living off campus. Naden said that
many students have to come to
terms with this the hard way.
“I think that plenty of students know who has jurisdiction
over their off-campus house,
but only because they’ve had
off-campus encounters with
TUPD,” Naden said.
“I think there are also plenty
of students, like myself, who
don’t know the situation, pri-

police.
They asked Naden if he was a
Tufts student, and when Naden
confirmed that he was, he was
written up for a noise violation.
“I was confused, because I
was just told by a Somerville
police officer that the gathering
could continue,” Naden said.
“I explained to the TUPD officers what the Somerville officer
had said, but they weren’t having it. Either way, I had four
police cars outside my house
within those five minutes,” he
said.
Like paying bills and taking

see POLICE, page 3

Sarkin discusses South African
Truth and Reconciliation effort
BY

BLISS

Contributing Writer

Daily Editorial Board

ZOSIA SZTYKOWSKI

Daily Editorial Board

Professor of International Human
Rights and former judge in the South
African Cape High Court Jeremy Sarkin
deconstructed the process and effects
of South Africa’s internationally auded
Truth and Reconciliation Commission
( TRC) in yesterday’s second lecture of
the Fletcher School’s “Law in PostConflict Societies” series.
According to Sarkin, international
media coverage of the TRC was “superficial” and provided a broad, positive
picture of the process.
But South Africans like Sarkin have
a deeper understanding of the complex interplays of benefits and shortcomings of the TRC, leaving questions
about to what extent truth and reconciliation were actually achieved.
“Why does a transitional state deal
with the past?” Sarkin asked. “It is
not only about the past itself but also
about the future. Issues from the past
will continue to haunt that particular
society.”
To this effect, “the TRC was meant
to develop a complete picture of
what happened in relation to gross
human rights violations,” Sarkin said.
Furthermore, it focused on “what could
be done in relation to restoring dignity
of survivors.”
Sarkin said that a truth commission focusing on reconciliation and
granting amnesty to perpetrators of

politically motivated crimes was established in South Africa instead of a
model designed solely for the purpose of prosecuting those perpetrators, because politically, neither the
opposition movement in the African
National Congress nor the governing
party could “get the upper hand” in
negotiations.
The chosen form was an advantage,
however, since “if you want to pursue justice, you often do damaging
things in relation to finding truth and
achieving reconciliation,” Sarkin said.
“Perpetrators don’t talk if they’re being
prosecuted.”
The TRC offered a tradeoff to perpetrators of crimes during the apartheid era: If offenders admitted to
their crimes and applied for amnesty,
they stood a chance of receiving that
amnesty and not being prosecuted. If
their crimes were uncovered and they
had not applied for amnesty, however,
they would be prosecuted.
Nevertheless, very few prosecutions
took place, and in the cases where
prosecutions were carried out, most
suspected perpetrators were acquitted.
Sarkin said that in the trial of the former Defense Minister Magnus Malan
and 19 other government officials suspected of creating police death squads,
everyone was acquitted despite overwhelming evidence against them. This
trial cost a quarter of the country’s

The Tufts Community
Union ( TCU) Senate has proposed a new, student-run,
“safe ride” program. The proposal, enacted at the beginning of this month, aims to
prevent the discomfort of
students walking home late
at night.
The new program was first
proposed by sophomore
Administration and Policy
Committee co-Chair Pooja
Chokshi in response to the
low popularity of the Tufts
University Police Department
( TUPD) safe-ride service.
Chokshi is banking on the
student-run aspect of the
program to ensure its success.
“Obviously late at night
on the weekends, many of
these students are going to
be somewhat intoxicated
and will therefore not feel
comfortable calling TUPD
for their escort service even
though they don’t feel safe
walking back to their dorm,”
she said.
“By separating the escort
service from TUPD, students
would feel more comfortable

utilizing it.”
A positive response from
the TUPD for a revamped
escort service provided even
further stimulus for the
change.
“It became really clear
when talking with [ TUPD]
Captain Mark Keith that
the police-run program was
being used minimally, if at
all,” freshman Senator Corey
Briskin, a primary advocate
for the service’s installment,
said.
“Mostly, its use seems to
come from students who are
cold in the wintertime, but
that’s really not what the program is designed for. It is not
meant to be a taxi service.”
Over the last academic
year, the highest number of
calls for any given month
was approximately 56 last
February, and the lowest,
disregarding the summer
months, was only five in
May.
“It looks like the safety
escorts tend to fluctuate with
the weather, from which one
would believe that it is not so
much for safety as for convenience that students are
see SAFE RIDES, page 4

Who has the last laugh?

JEFF CHEN/TUFTS DAILY

Mike Birbiglia headlines last night’s Fall Comedy Show. Also performing were Tina
Kim and Tufts’ Neil Padover, who also writes a column for the Daily.

see SARKIN, page 4
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WORLD IN BRIEF

DOES CASTRO HAVE CANCER?

Tufts experiencing a decline in Latino population
BY

While the answer to that question is a secret
that’s dogged American news and government
agencies, U.S. officials are certain Fidel Castro
will never return to work as he had before.
Last month, Time magazine cited anonymous
U.S. sources as saying that some in the Bush
administration are convinced that Castro has
terminal cancer, which American officials deny.
Contacto, a bilingual magazine out of California,
reported that its sources close to the “circle of
power” in Cuba said Castro was in a coma.
Pictures released over the past three months
show Castro in an apparent slow decline. He’s
acknowledged losing 41 pounds, and in the
last video released, he has his jacket zippered
so high that it’s unclear whether he is wearing a
colostomy bag.
Castro still sports hair and a beard, suggesting
that he hasn’t undergone chemotherapy.
Intelligence officials’ belief in Castro’s illness
has prompted them to shift focus to assertaining
how the Cuban government will evolve once
the Castro brothers have departed.

RICH GETTING RICHER QUICKLY
In 2004, the richest 1 percent of households
— 719,910 of them, with an average annual
income of $326,720 — had 19.8 percent of the
entire nation’s pretax income. That’s up from
17.8 percent in 2003, according to University of
California-Berkeley economist Emmanuel Saez.
The study also found that the richest onetenth of 1 percent of Americans — 129,584
households in 2004 — reported income equal
to 9.5 percent of national pretax income.
However, median family income rose only
1.6 percent between 2001 and 2004, adjusted
for inflation, according to the Federal Reserve.
Median family real net worth — a family’s gross
assets minus liabilities — rose only 1.5 percent
during those four years.
Those are very sluggish growth rates compared with the period between 1998 and 2001,
when median family income grew by 9.5 percent and real net worth grew by 10.3 percent.
Education has widened income inequality, too. Americans with college degrees earn
nearly twice as much as those without them.
But between 2000 and 2005, workers with
four-year degrees saw wages fall 3.1 percent,
adjusted for inflation.
Only two groups, who make up just 3.4 percent of the workforce, saw inflation-adjusted
wages rise. They were workers with doctoral
degrees or professional degrees, according to
the Census Bureau.

BAPTISTS TO BAN WAL-MART?
Delegates at the annual meeting of the
Missouri Baptist Convention voted to warn WalMart that it was considering a boycott because
of retail chain’s “pro-homosexual support.”
The delegates passed a resolution informing
Wal-Mart of “biblical beliefs on marriage ... and
our encouragement that Wal-Mart reconsider
their policy which offends so many customers.”
In August, Wal-Mart announced a partnership
with the National Gay and Lesbian Chamber of
Commerce, joining other companies like IBM,
American Airlines, Intel and American Express.
“As a company, we are reaching out to the
LGBT community as part of our ongoing commitment to nondiscrimination and diversity,
just as we are reaching out to multiple other
groups,” said David Tovar, director of media
relations for Wal-Mart Stores.
“The important point is to recognize and
respect all of our associates and customers and
the values they hold, both our current base and
groups that we have begun working with more
recently,” Tovar said.
The Convention’s “moral code” warning
reads: “We encourage the 2,100 Missouri
Baptist churches and their members to exercise
moral stewardship regarding the businesses
they patronize.”
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ASHLEY SEMLER

Daily Staff Writer

Despite active resources and programs
that exist for the population, some say
the Tufts Latino presence may be losing
ground.
Every year in their March issue,
Hispanic Magazine publishes a list of the
Top 25 Colleges for Latinos. In 2003, Tufts
ranked number 18 on the list, ahead of
schools like University of Miami, Arizona
State University and Texas A&M. The top
three schools that year were Stanford,
Rice and Harvard.
In 2004, Tufts moved up to number
10 out of the 25 schools listed. However,
it did not make the list at all in 2005 or
2006.
According to its Web site, Hispanic
Magazine takes many factors into consideration when making the list, including the quality of academics, cost and
financial aid, extracurricular activities,
and the number of bachelor degrees
awarded to Latinos, among other things.
This information comes mainly from statistics and rankings from other organizations.
One specific piece of information that
the Web site notes is the rank of each
school in America’s Best Colleges, which
is an annual list published by U.S. News
and World Report. According to the Top
25 list in 2004, Tufts was ranked number 28 in America’s Best Colleges that
year. In 2007, Tufts ranked number 27. In
terms of quality of academics, Tufts has
remained consistent over the years.
Where Tufts might be faltering is in
pure numbers of Latino students. The Top
25 list only considers schools with at least
seven to eight percent Hispanic populations. According to Dean of Admissions
Lee Coffin, Latinos have made up six to

for first-year students. The goal of this
program, according to Stern, is to provide more mentors for Latino students
and help them with the transition into
college.
“I do feel that being here at Tufts the
Latino community sought me out and
made me feel like I was welcome and had
people looking out for me,” Ojeda said.
“It was comforting to meet all these
other incoming freshman,” senior
Lourdes Laguna said. “I was introduced
to who was in the Latino community,
which is something I wanted to know
about.”
Latino men’s and women’s groups also
meet weekly. Ojeda noted that he made
many friends through the men’s group,
which was formed two years ago. The
group gathers to discuss social issues
that members confront.
The Latino Center also organizes programs about Latino issues and culture,
especially during Hispanic Heritage
Month, which lasts from Sept. 15 to Oct.
15 every year.
“From the interviews I have done and
people I have talked to, the fact that we
have a center and they know there’s a
group like ALAS makes them feel comfortable. They feel like they have somewhere to go to,” Ojeda said. He also said
that he has become more comfortable
identifying himself as Latino since he
came to Tufts.
“I’m from D.C. There you’re black or
white,” Olas said. “This is one of the first
times in my life when I’ve been able to
comfortably say, ‘I am Latino. This is
me.’”
On the other hand, the Latino Center
at Tufts has a staff of only Stern.
“It’s basically me and students,” Stern
said. “We do a lot of good things I just
think that it’s just hard with one person.”

seven percent of each class at Tufts.
This is a low percentage by Hispanic
Magazine’s standards, especially because
Hispanics make up 13 percent of the U.S.
population. Many of the other colleges
on the Top 25 list have higher percentages of Hispanic students. Stanford, which
has almost always been at the top of the
list, is 11-12 percent Hispanic, according
to the statistics on Hispanic Magazine’s
Web site.
The numbers of Latino students at
Tufts have been declining over the past
few years. According to Latino Center
Director Ruben Salinas Stern, the class
of 2004 had 122 students who identified themselves as Latino, and the class
of 2005 had 120. This year’s incoming
class had only 80 self-identified Latino
students. In addition, Stern noted that
the Latino population is becoming more
middle-class as fewer urban students are
coming to Tufts.
“Our numbers have gone down somewhat,” Stern said, but he doesn’t think
that there has been a very big change in
the school’s make-up.
Nicolas Ojeda, the president of the
Association of Latin American Students
(ALAS), sees further importance behind
the diminishing presence of urban
Latinos at Tufts.
“If you grow up in a non-Latino area,
not speaking Spanish, you might not
value it as much,” he said. These students are less likely to become involved
with Latino programs. There are, however, many resources in place for Hispanic
students at Tufts through the Latino
Center, both academically and socially.
The Latino Center has a peer advising
program, in which upperclassmen mentor younger students. They have lunch
together, talk about classes and other
issues that arise, and organize a retreat

Hutchison works to keep the G.O.P. in power
BY TODD J. GILLMAN
McClatchy Newspapers

For Kay Bailey Hutchison, Texas is
a line in the sand. The nightmare isn’t
so much that she’ll lose her own reelection bid, it’s that the ill national
mood will flip control of Congress.
“It is a tough year. It is a tough year
because times are tough. Because
you’ve got boots on the ground,” she
says. “As Margaret Thatcher once said
to George Bush 41, now is not the time
to go wobbly.”
No statewide candidate has ever
collected as many votes as she did
six years ago. Her bank account is
150 times bigger than her Democratic
opponent’s, and most analysts expect
her to cruise to a third term.
Yet she is running hard, dashing

“Well, I’m worried,” says retired
oil woman Betty Moore, 72, after
the Amarillo speech. “I hope all
Republicans get out and vote. That’s
all we can do is hope.”
Four friendly venues are on the
itinerary in Amarillo, Midland, San
Angelo and Abilene.
“We are not getting credit for the
strength of this economy and that
didn’t happen by accident,” Hutchison
says in one way or another at each
stop to crowds ranging from 40 to
100.
“It is important to win decisively.
That makes a difference. It makes a
difference in Texas generally and your
ability to speak with authority.”
She doesn’t mention immigration
much. But she’s started taking swats
at opponent Barbara Ann Radnofsky.

across West Texas one day last week,
exhorting Republicans in one city
after another to get out and vote.
“This is a crucial election,” she
tells a rally that drew a few dozen
supporters to a tractor dealership in
Amarillo.
Iraq is the key, she acknowledged
through the day, saying it’s dragging
down the party and making the stakes
that much higher on Nov. 7. “All of us
want to leave, but the difference is
whether we leave with our credibility
intact and Iraq stable or just leave
and hope the terrorists won’t attack
again.”
It’s a message meant to fire up
Republican loyalists, though it also
seemed to validate their anxieties.
Sure, they’ll keep the Texas seat, but
what about the House and Senate?

Police Briefs
Tufts University Police Department
(TUPD) received several incident reports
on Oct. 17.
A student living in Latin Way reported
that sometime between Oct. 14 and
Oct. 16, someone broke into his room.
The individual broke the lock on the
door in order to force entry.
The only thing that the intruder took,
however, was a black toaster oven.
Around 10 a.m. on Oct. 17, police
received a report that someone had sto-

len a banner from Tisch Library between
Oct. 11 and Oct.13. The banner read,
“Get clean, power your room green!”
and was part of Tufts Climate Initiative’s
campaign to get students to purchase
wind power for their dorm rooms.
Between Oct. 13 and Oct. 17, a student’s mountain bike was stolen from
the Tilton Hall bike room. The student
said that his bike had been secured by
a lock before it was stolen.
The police received two reports of

stolen license plates over the weekend.
On Oct. 20, a student reported her
license plate being stolen around 2:30
p.m. She believes that it happened
when she was parked behind Curtis
Hall.
On Oct. 21, an individual reported
that his license plate had been stolen
from his car while it was parked in the
Hill Hall parking lot between Oct. 19
and Oct. 21.
— Sarah Butrymowicz

— compiled from McClatchy Newspapers
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“NESCAC runners
have been scratching
away at their legs and
ankles, dubbing the
rash ‘The NESClap.’”
Inside the NESCAC
on rashes suffered at last
weekend’s NESCAC meet
see SPORTS, back page
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Write-ups don’t always mean trouble,
according to the Tufts Police Dept.
POLICE
continued from page 1

marily because it’s their first time living
off-campus.”
According to the Tufts student manual, The Pachyderm, “university jurisdiction is not defined by geography,
but by a student’s membership in the
Tufts University community,” and “Tufts,
Medford and Somerville police work in
unison and may respond separately or
jointly to off-campus complaints.”
Captain Mark Keith of TUPD said the
jurisdictional issue has two main components: response and reports. While
campus and city police collaborate on
responding to complaints, the decision
to file or not to file a report is at each
department’s discretion.
“Primarily, anything off campus is in
the jurisdiction of that particular city,
whether it be Medford or Somerville,”
Keith said. “If we’re available, we respond
with them, but deciding to file a report is
up to each unit.”
The processing of complaints, notification of appropriate patrol cars and
arrival at the scene are joint processes of TUPD and local police departments. TUPD has a direct line with both
Medford and Somerville police stations,
and the three departments inform each
other of noise complaints that are called
in by local residents.
“When we get a call for disturbance
off campus, our procedure is to notify
that city that we have a call and give the
location and information,” Keith said.
“When they receive a call or complaint
from a resident and they believe it may
be associated with Tufts students, most
of the time, they’ll pick up the phone
and let us know that they’re responding
to a call they believe involves Tufts students.
“It’s normally a joint response, but it
depends on who’s there initially,” Keith
said. “Generally, that officer will attempt
to make contact with resident of house,
explain the nature of complaint, and

decide how best to handle the situation.
There are times that [other departments]
may say they don’t have unit available
and ask us to handle a particular situation.”
While the local units are often more
flexible in their reporting, TUPD writes
a report in almost all cases, which is
then forwarded to the office of Dean of
Student Affairs Bruce Reitman.
“In general, we do a report on nearly
every call of disturbance off campus,
whether Somerville or Medford police
are there or not,” Keith said, noting that
Somerville and Medford police often use
their computer-assisted dispatch (CAD)
systems to communicate with headquarters about noise violation incidents.
“They most often do not file an actual
report, but they have CAD entries where
they indicate the response they took,” he
said.
TUPD reports are not necessarily a
disciplinary death sentence for Tufts
students involved and may result in no
negative action.
According to Keith, reports are not
always written to indicate that TUPD found
a disturbance and can also state explicitly
that they did not find any such thing.
“Those reports reflect what we found
upon arrival,” Keith said. “Sometimes,
we hear loud music or loud voices creating a disturbance, but many times, we
hear no noise coming from the house,
or we make contact with people on the
front porch, ask them to bring it inside
and they comply. So it depends on the
particular situation.”
But this seems to be lost on many
Tufts students, who automatically associate police presence with disciplinary
action.
“I think that it’s something that needs
clarification, because when I was told one
thing by Somerville police, then another by TUPD, I wasn’t only confused but
upset with the system,” Naden said. “If
I’d understood better what was going on,
I might have been more complacent.”
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Senate hopes “safe rides”
will be ready for spring
SAFE RIDES
continued from page 1

calling,” Keith said. “I think
in general, the student-run
service is a good idea, but it
will take a lot of work and a
lot of time to work out the
logistics.”
“It would be cool to have a
student-run service, because
right now, if you were to call
the police for an escort, you
would feel like you were taking them away from something that they could better
be tending to,” sophomore
Ansley Fones said.
Just the fact that TUPD
would not be involved
appears to play a significant
role in student encouragement of the proposal.
“As a guy, I’m not sure that
I would find the need to use
the campus escort service,”
freshman Matt White said.
“However, I would definitely
rather call my fellow peers
than the cops.”
Several weeks ago, Briskin
initiated the research process
by contacting universities in
the country with demographics similar to Tufts, including
Bowdoin College, Brandeis
University and Northwestern
University. He discovered
that Northwestern has implemented a successful program
called Saferides.
“Of course, we wanted to
be student-run. That weeded
out all of the schools that had
police-run programs,” Briskin
said. “I found Northwestern’s
program to be an excellent
model for the Tufts program,
because it really gets so much
use.”
According to Briskin,
the increasingly popular
Saferides serves over 55,000
people annually, and averages 243 passengers on a
given night — much more
than can be expected for the
Tufts model simply based on
the size disparity between
the two schools.
A primary concern is minimizing overall costs for the
program, as funding has yet
to be established.
“Because of the late-night
hours that the service would
be available, we were interested in seeing if a van owned
by the Office of Student
Activities could be used, considering that they wouldn’t
need the van at those times,”

Briskin said. “That way, we
wouldn’t have to incur the
additional cost of purchasing
a vehicle.”
The committee is also considering subsidized pay for
student employees, a base
location for the service, basic
expenditure funding and
driver qualifications.
“I found that our pay for
the student driver and dispatcher could definitely
be subsidized via Student
Employment,” Briskin said.
“This subsidy should help
attract students to work for
the long hours that this service requires.”
Efforts to find a late-night
location are still ongoing, but
the committee has tried to
secure a space in the Tufts
Student Resources building, located at 17 Chetwynd
Road.
“Trying to find a space for
such late hours has been a
concern,” Briskin said. “We
had already ruled out TUPD
,because we wanted to keep
the service unaffiliated with
the police. Also, the Campus
Center, another consideration for a headquarters,
closes before the service will
end each night.”
The committee hopes to
smooth out these unanswered
questions by Thanksgiving so
that December can be devoted primarily to polishing the
final details and ensuring
the success of the service.
The program is projected
to begin at the start of the
spring semester.
“I would like to have a very
primitive version of this program up and running at the
beginning of second semester,” Briskin said. “While this
isn’t supposed to be used by
students wishing to earn a
free ride uphill, it will get
more use in the wintertime.
Weather is just another consideration.”
While there are still kinks
to be worked out, the committee is optimistic that the
student-run nature of the service will allow it to exceed the
popularity of its predecessor.
“I see the service as being
very much beneficial to the students ... With students themselves running it, there will be
a new level of comfort,” sophomore Matthew Shapanka,
committee co-Chair, said.

Sarkin: TRC acquitted many
SARKIN
continued from page 1

criminal justice budget, he
said.
Likewise, the head of a
project to use chemical and
biological weapons against
opposition groups in South
Africa was acquitted even
though over 150 witnesses
testified against him.
The Malan case, especially,
kept thousands of perpetrators from applying for amnesty because they thought,
according to Sarkin, that
“even if they were prosecuted, which was not likely, then
the state would not convict.”
The TRC was meant to
function as a carrot and stick
system where full amnesty
was the carrot for perpetrators and the threat of prosecution was the stick, Sarkin
said.
But are any prosecutions taking place, he asked? “The short

answer is no,” Sarkin said.
Although the South African
model is a good example of
truth being linked to amnesty, “if you have the carrot,
the stick has to operate, and
it has to operate in the sense
that there is a close relation
between the commission and
the prosecutors,” he said.
The TRC was effective in
learning the “macro” truth
about how the apartheid
system functioned, and in
learning about high-profile
“micro,” or individual, cases,
Sarkin said.
“But for the thousands of
victims that got killed and
whose bodies have never
been found, there are huge
gaps,” he said.
“There are thousands of
perpetrators who never came
forward.”
Sarkin has served in an
advisory capacity on the truth
commission in Sierra Leone.
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With Web site, navigating Boston just got easier

JYLL SASKIN | FASHION INFORMER

Tufts grad Robinton’s Bostonsquares.com guides with information and photos
BY

ANNE FRICKER

Daily Editorial Board

Imagine: you’re searching for a nearby yoga studio. You fire up your trusty
laptop, Google “Cambridge Yoga,” and
to your delight, find countless results,
mostly situated right on nearby Mass.
Ave. You head out the door, ready to practice your ‘awkward chair pose’ asana, and
suddenly realize you have no idea where
you’re going.
Sure, you know where Mass. Ave is
— but you didn’t realize it spanned all
of Cambridge. Are you going to Porter?
Harvard? Central? Somewhere else?
Enter Mark Robinton (E ‘05). The above
situation prompted Robinton to start the
Web site Bostonsquares.com, which has
been online since July 2003.
“I came up with this idea of creating
a Web site that’s actually organized by
square,” Robinton said. “Most [Web sites]
right now you can’t search by square,
you have to search by town. So you get
‘Cambridge, 11 Mass. Ave — am I near

A little effort goes a
long way

T

depressing.

Seriously, the next time I see

oversized sweatshirt, slippers and a
bad case of bed-head ... I may scream.

Davis Square has become a symbol of the Medford-Somerville community.

“Maybe it will help school spirit
and make people more proud
to go here—why not? I think it’s
important to feel good about
where you go to school.”

CAMPUS COMMENT

Tufts is a “New
Ivy”— but do
Jumbos care?
BY

ARIANNE BAKER

Daily Editorial Board

Matt Cohen

Junior

ARIANNE BAKER/TUFTS DAILY

“If people are looking to go to
school here and they see “New
Ivy” for Tufts, they’re either
going to think that they can’t
get in because it’s an Ivy, or
they’re going to think that they
want to go because it’s an Ivy.”
ARIANNE BAKER/TUFTS DAILY

Senior

is

wearing oversized pajama pants, an

Does Tufts’ “New Ivy” status matter?

Sasha Kunin

school

someone sitting in class next to me

MIKE DOLACKY/TUFTS DAILY

see SQUARES, page 6

he state of fashion at this

“ I definitely applied to Ivy
League schools, but once you get
here you realize that it doesn’t
matter. It doesn’t change the
student experience at all.”
Howard Hsu

Junior
ARIANNE BAKER/TUFTS DAILY

“I applied to Ivy schools, but
the title is overrated. Just
because a school is an Ivy
doesn’t mean it’s where you
want to be.”
Matt Chan

Junior
ARIANNE BAKER/TUFTS DAILY

In the 2007 Kaplan College Guide
released in August 2006, Tufts was
named as one of 25 “New Ivies” — quite
a distinction for a college informally
known for its high number of Harvard
rejects.
On Nov. 15, the Experimental College
will be hosting a forum for members of
the Tufts community to discuss what it
means to be a “New Ivy.”
But do Tufts’ students actually care
about their new leafy status?
Apparently not. “I would say that
while people are impressed [to hear
“Ivy”], it doesn’t mean much. It has
no influence on the type of education we’re getting,” junior Howard Hsu
said.
Others thought that the new label
didn’t really change people’s minds:
“I don’t know if people from our generation care, because in people’s minds
there are old-school Ivies and they’ll
always be that way,” junior Matt Chan
said.
According to the Morris Dictionary
of Word and Phrase Origins, the Ivy
League began as an athletic league
that contained four colleges—hence
“IV”—and has grown to include four
more, all of which are known for their
high academic standards.
Tufts is part of a different athletic
league, NESCAC, with a different set
of academic standards — but Kaplan’s
guide demonstrates how those differences are blurring.
But the list of 25 new Ivies doesn’t
convince many students. “People won’t
take seriously a list like that — people
think it’s a joke to induct new schools
into the Ivy League,” Chan said.
For seniors beginning their job
searches, having an Ivy League name
on their resumes might make life easier
— but a list from Kaplan won’t change
things any time soon, according to
some students.
“I think [the importance of Tufts’
“New Ivy” status in the job search]
depends on how much employers know
about it, and right now it’s too recent,”
senior Darya Rudym said.
see IVY, page 6

Since when did classes become an
extension of the bedroom? Since when
did it become okay to wear your bed
clothes in public? Since when did people stop caring how they look?
On Monday night, I was in Brown
and Brew at 10 p.m. working on a
group project. My attention was diverted, however, when I saw a male student walk into the coffee shop wearing
— and this pains me to type — red,
reindeer-printed pajama pants.
This is just wrong on so many levels.
First of all, what kind of self-respecting
college student owns reindeer-printed
pajama pants? Second of all, what are
the pajama pants doing in a coffee
shop? Would you go to Starbucks in
Boston in your pajama pants? No. So
how come this is acceptable at Brown
and Brew? Simply put, it’s not.
After pondering this situation for a
long time, I’ve realized that the problem is simple: Tufts students have
become too comfortable in their surroundings. Yes, we go to school on a
beautiful, enclosed suburban campus,
but when you walk out the front doors
of your dorm or house, you are in public. Please dress accordingly.
Just because you don’t live in downtown Boston, it doesn’t mean that the
Academic Quad is not a public space.
You wouldn’t go to Park Street in your
boyfriend’s oversized sweatshirt and
fuzzy Ugg slippers, so I don’t want
to see you in class dressed that way
either.
Whew! I feel relieved to finally get
that off of my chest. So now that the
sorry state of dressing at this school
has been acknowledged, what can be
done about it? Lazy people will be lazy,
and I will be the first to admit that getting dressed in the morning does take
effort. Here are some simple ways to
make yourself presentable.
The easiest way to make yourself
ready to enter into public is a pair of
jeans. If you really like your sloppy
shirts and tousled hair, at least throw
on a pair of jeans to provide some proportion.
As mentioned, putting on jeans takes
less than thirty seconds, no matter how
tired you are, and it shows that you
care about the way you present yourself. Not only will you feel better about
the way you look, but your peers and
your professors will treat you differently. Trust me, I’ve tested this out.
If you aren’t willing to give up your
baggy sweatpants, then at least do us
all a favor and wear a t-shirt on top
that fits you (a.k.a. not ten sizes too
big) and flip flops, no slippers. If it’s
cooler out, wear a jacket, not a sweatshirt, or else you will just look like one
big ball of fleece.
Everything I’ve mentioned so far can
and should apply to both males and
see SCHLUMP, page 6
Jyll saskin is a sophomore who has not yet
declared a major. You can reach her for
fashion advice at jill.saskin@tufts.edu.
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Text messaging and community profiles on horizon for Bostonsquares.com
SQUARES
continued from page 5

that?’”
The site, Robinton explained, makes
traveling by T far simpler, as it allows
users to map Boston as a series of squares
(and thus T stops) rather than random
addresses. Robinton, now a graduate student in electrical engineering at Tufts,
designed Boston Squares and had a friend
help him update it to its latest incarnation as a wiki-style site
(Wiki technology allows visitors to
add, remove, and edit a Web site’s content themselves; the best known site is
Wikipedia.org.)
“Users can actually edit the data, so it’s
not just me editing,” he said. “You have
to be a member to change things, [but]
you can comment anonymously and rate
things anonymously.”
Robinton explained that the login feature was created to help prevent “wikifeity — where people just go in and randomly edit stuff to screw up your site.”
So far, the site includes Davis, Harvard,
Porter, Kenmore, Ball, Teele, Central,
Inman, and Copley Squares, as well as

Powderhouse Circle. “We haven’t added
any non-real squares yet, but we’d like
to,” Robinton said. “Like Park Street —
technically it’s not a square.”
Bostonsquares.com was aimed at Tufts
students “to start,” though Robinton said
that “ideally, we’d like to aim it to all college or Boston-area people.”
When the site began, Robinton provided all the reviews, though the switch
to wiki technology helped relieve some of
that burden. Now, he simply uploads the
pictures and adds new squares and leaves
it up to users to fill in the information.
“We have 65 users right now,” Robinton
said. The site gets about 110 visitors per
day, and in the month of October, it was
visited a total of 3,090 times by 2,125
people.” Robinton explained that seeing
the user statistics is one of the most
rewarding parts of creating the site: “I
love seeing how many users we get,” he
said, adding that seeing the stats makes
him think, “Wow, 115 people came to the
site that I made.”
Despite its growing popularity,
Robinton said that the site is still “just a
side project.” Robinton works full-time

Saskin has the answer for
schlumpiness: yoga pants
SCHLUMP
continued from page 5

females. Sorry guys, but I have
one final solution for just the
ladies out there (but you’ll
thank me). I’ve been saving
the best for last: the ultimate
solution to the schlump problem. Are you ready?
Three words: black yoga
pants. These babies are
extremely
comfor table,
extremely flattering, and
when worn with your big tshirt or sweatshirt, give off
the “I’m-going-to-work-outlater” vibe while keeping you
looking cute and presentable.
And if you’re one of those
people who wakes up at 9:05
for your nine o’clock class,
do not fear; simply go to
bed wearing your black yoga
pants, then sprint out of bed
when you wake up.
Depending on how you view
the situation, there’s another
advantage to the black yoga
pant.
As I’ve been told by numerous male friends of mine,
every guy will be checking
out your rear when you step
out in a pair of these babies.
Call it chauvinistic or call
it a compliment, but black
yoga pants always have a
way of making booties look

beautiful. With some varieties you may become a victim
of VPL (visible panty lines)
so if this is one of your pet
peeves, choose your underwear accordingly.
The best place to buy a pair
of classic, nicely cut, durable
black yoga pants is from the
Canadian yoga-wear specialist: lululemon. A phenomenon
in my home country for many
years, lululemon is the answer
to wanting to dress comfortably while still looking good.
Newly opened on this side of
the border, lululemon has a small
store located at 376 Boylston
Street between Arlington and
Berkeley (though it’s only open
Thursday-Sunday). Prices can
get a little steep, but I still own
my very first pair of lulus, and
four years later, they look as
good as new. Trust me, they’re
worth it.
Other convenient places
to snap up a pair of black
yoga pants are Victoria’s
Secret (two pairs for $40) and
American Apparel ($35).
If you only take away one
thing from reading my column,
let it be this mantra to yourself:
I am a smart, creative, goodlooking person, and I deserve
to dress myself in a way that
showcases this to the world.

at Mobile Mind, a software company in
Watertown, Mass. in addition to being a
full-time graduate student. Still, “I’d like
to go as far as I can [with the site],” he
said.
The lack of advertising, however, has
presented hurdles: “We don’t really have a
budget,” Robinton said. “We don’t advertise on the site ... most of the ads that actually pay you are really annoying; unless it
was worth it, we didn’t want to do that.
We’d rather have a useful site for now.”
If the site were to have advertisements,
Robinton explained that they would be
limited: “We’d ideally like to have maybe
one sponsor per square — maybe one
business ad saying, ‘this square brought
to you by Mike’s Pizza,’” he said. Each
square’s sponsor would be a business
within the square, Robinton explained.
Besides just the sponsoring idea,
Robinton has many plans for the site’s
future. The switch to wiki technology was
just the first interesting change: “Our biggest feature we’re working to add is called
‘Boston Squares SMS,’” Robinton said,
which he explained would be a text-messaging capability.

A traveler could text-message
BostonSquares.com from their cell phone
looking for a particular business and
be sent back the square location and
address.
Besides just expanding its features,
the site is also ever-expanding its list
of squares. “We want to add Kendall,”
Robinton said, adding that they are also
planning to further expand the range of
the Kenmore Square page.
Robinton is also hoping to expand the
community feel of the site: “One of our
next developments is going to be enhancing what you can do with your user profile,” he said..
“We just wanted some validity to the
people that are editing,” he said.
Robinton’s favorite current feature,
however, is far simpler than wiki technology, community profiles and text message capability. “The one thing I think
helps our site stand out is that we always
have pictures of every place,” he said.
“We like the idea of walking into a square
and being able to recognize everything.”
“You can feel familiar in the square by
looking at our pictures,” he added.

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL
After you earn your bachelor's degree, you may qualify to become an Army
Officer. During Officer Candidate School, you will learn valuable
management and leadership techniques. You may qualify for $37,224 for
college through the Montgomery GI Bill. Or pay back up to $65,000 of
qualifying student loans through the Army's Loan Repayment Program. To
find out more, contact 1-800-USA-ARMY.

Students say Tufts’ “New
Ivy” label is “no big deal”
IVY
continued from page 5

Another student agreed.
“For our year, the Ivy thing
won’t matter much, but Tufts
still has a good name,” senior
Sasha Kunin said.
Most students think the new
title will make a difference for
future applicants, though.
“It could help Tufts get more
applicants, because people
who would usually apply to
normal Ivies will apply here,”
junior Matt Cohen said.
“Having a label like that
might encourage better quality students to apply — if anything, there will be more interest in Tufts,” Hsu agreed.
Many current Jumbos say
the non-Ivy status didn’t cross
their minds when they applied.
“When I applied, I didn’t really
care about Tufts being an Ivy,”
Kunin said.

“When we applied to Tufts,
we knew we’d be in that echelon anyways, so the Ivy
name wasn’t important,” Hsu
said of himself and his fellow
Jumbos.
For Hsu, the constant struggle to be on par with Harvard
is almost embarrassing.
“One problem is that being a
“New Ivy” shows we’re trying
to be an Ivy, which has always
been our reputation,” he said.
But one student believes
that the title certainly can’t
hurt.
“I think it’s kind of cool.
[Being a “New Ivy”] absolutely
makes me more proud to go
here,” Cohen said.
“I think the [cons of the
copycat nature of the title] are
outweighed by the benefits
— we’ll get a better applicant
pool and getting pride up is
well worth it.”

FREE WALK-IN
NYPD POLICE EXAM
University of Massachusetts - Boston
Saturday, November 4 at 11:00 am
McCormack Building, 100 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, MA 02125
Secure your career while securing the safety of the world’s greatest city. The NYPD
now hires twice a year, so take the exam now and you may be able to enter the
Police Academy as early as January 2007.

212-RECRUIT
nypdrecruit.com
The test is free, but seating is limited!
ID required.

EOE
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MOVIE REVIEW

In the ‘US and A,’ we say new ‘Borat’ movie is ‘niiice’
BY SARAH JACKNIS

Contributing Writer

Fan of comedian Sacha Baron
Cohen’s cultural phenomenon of
a character, Borat Sagdiyev? Then

Borat: Cultural
Learnings of America for
Make Benefit Glorious
Nation of Kazakhstan
Starring Sacha Baron
Cohen, Ken Davitian
Directed by Larry Charles
no matter what is said in this
review, you’ve probably already
decided you’re going to see “Borat:
Cultural Learnings of America for
Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan” (although it doesn’t
hurt to know that you won’t be
disappointed).
However, if you can’t stand him,
there’s nothing that will convince
you to shell out 10 bucks for this
film (nor should there be, because
you wouldn’t like it anyway).

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

It’s obviously time for a ‘HIGE FIIIIVE’!
This leaves just those who
haven’t seen Cohen’s shtick. For
a college student, this entails
either having lived under a rock,
in a lonely Hodgdon single or anywhere else that might prevent you

from participating when everyone
else in your hall congregates in
one small dorm room to watch
downloaded episodes of “Da Ali G
Show.”
If that applies to you, here’s the

gist of Cohen’s spin-off brilliance.
It all originated with his 2003-2004
HBO show, which featured three
recurring characters all played by
Cohen: idiotic gangsta reporter
Ali G, well-meaning but politically

incorrect Kazakh reporter Borat,
and gay Austrian fashion expert,
Bruno. All of these characters
interview unaware professionals,
making ridiculous statements that
end up exposing the interviewee’s
hypocrisy and bigotry. Borat was
a favorite among fans, hence a
movie entirely devoted to his hilarious hijinks.
The natural question is whether or not his hilarious hijinks can
sustain an entire movie — can
the same joke stay fresh and consistently funny? The audience’s
answer would be a resounding
“yes” — that is, if they could stop
laughing long enough to get the
word out.
Clocking in at a relatively short
(these days, anyway) hour and 24
minutes, the film manages consistent entertainment and laughs.
This is certainly a feat; it’s so hard
to find a comedy that actually
always has its audience laughing
nonstop. This could be because
most of those types of movies have
to spend at least a little time developing some semblance of a plot,
whereas “Borat” does not labor
see BORAT, page 9

CD REVIEW

What’s new, ‘Pussy Cat’? Not much on Walkmen’s cover album
BY

GREGORY CONNOR

Daily Editorial Board

Whether it’s some hipster band ironically covering “Hey Ya” or “Hollaback
Girl” or Jeff Buckley adding his own

“Pussy Cats” Starring The
Walkmen
The Walkmen

Record Collection
layer of emotional investment to
Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah,” a cover
is supposed to be a reinvention of an
already existing song. The artist cover-

ing the song adds his own interpretation — otherwise, why should you listen
to anything but the original?
If we are judging The Walkmen’s
new album, “‘Pussy Cats’ Starring The
Walkmen,” comprised solely of covers
from Harry Nilsson’s 1974 album, “Pussy
Cats,” on this criteria alone, it would be
a complete disaster.
The differences between some of the
originals and covers are so negligible
that it seems The Walkmen could have
simply made a CD-R of the Nilsson
album, put it in new packaging and
saved everybody some time. Let it be
noted, however, that The Walkmen do
elevate the album from meaningless to
an enjoyable novelty by staying loose
and energetic, invigorating the album
with a pervading charm that isn’t found
in their other work.

In their defense, The Walkmen are
working from a record without much
substance to begin with. Nilsson, an
L.A. singer-songwriter with a wry,
Randy Newman-esque sense of humor
and an ear for pop melodies, recorded
the album with buddy John Lennon.
The album was created during John and
Yoko’s brief split, a time when Nilsson
and Lennon ran wild, evidenced by
the gleefully debauched current that
runs through the original “Pussy Cats”
album. All in all, the record wasn’t a
masterpiece — especially considering
the work the two musical legends were
capable of — but due to its general
good humor and playful lilt, it is kindly remembered by critics as a minor
work.
The Walkmen versions that work he
best are the ones that retain the vibe

of two drunk buddies messing around
in the studio. Most of those covers
are actually twice removed from their
original source; Dylan’s “Subterranean
Homesick Blues,” Bill Haley’s “Rock
Around the Clock” and the children’s
song “Loop De Loop” were already
remakes when they appeared on Nilsson
and Lennon’s project.
On these tracks, The Walkmen, normally a cold and hazy band, sound like
they actually have blood pulsing through
their veins instead of ice. They don’t stray
far from the Nilsson renditions (except a
buzz saw that shows up at the start of
album closer “Clock”), but between the
shout-along crowd of vocals and the
rolling n’ tumbling bar-band feel, you’re
really left with no choice but to be won
see WALKMEN, page 9

CD REVIEW

‘Meek Warrior’ slaughtered in ‘freak folk’ realm
BY

PHAEDRA BRUCATO
Contributing Writer

As one of the many bands that
took flight under last year’s “freak
folk” explosion, Akron/Family

Meek Warrior
Akron/Family
Young God Records
made a name for themselves with
transcendental meanderings reminiscent of the works of Devendra
Banhart.
The band’s latest work, “Meek
Warrior,” squirms away from the
style of their 2005 self-titled album,
blanketing listeners in frequent harmonized choruses that quickly transition to guitar jams and free jazz
transcendentalism.
With “Meek Warrior,” Akron/
Family abandons any electronic
influence that they once had, instead
embracing a rougher, less refined
musical reality. Their new album
contains some of the experimental
elements of Kraut-rock, even bearing resemblance to Can.
It seems, however, that Akron/

Family tried flying too close to the
sun, because this album lost the
glowing wings of magic that beat so
freely in their last full-length. This is
conceivable, given the fact that this
is their third release in 18 months,
succeeding their incredible self-titled
debut, and an equally well done split
EP with Angels of Light.
Perhaps “Meek Warrior” is just the
bastard Hindu-convert love child of
Reichean sine wave destructionism
and ‘70s folk, forming a frequency of
sonic adventurism that only Kali, the
Hindu mother goddess, could love.
Some songs from this folk-nouveau
band possess a sense of disconnectedness that, while it reveals the different interests and tastes of the band
members, does not do so cohesively;
this leaves Akron/Family playing
a role that can most accurately be
described as a musical mother-inlaw, abruptly interrupting one musical style with another.
Lyrics have also taken a turn for
the worse on this album. However,
it could be said that what they may
have lost in complexity, they make
up for in sincerity. The four-part harmonies in many songs elicit goosebumps and embody the camaraderie that one could imagine taking

place on a commune.
Space is a repeating motif in
“Meek Warrior,” hearkening back
to Akron/Family’s evident lust for
transcendentalism. The album
begins with a progressive pilgrimage towards enlightenment, nine
minutes and 29 seconds of chaotic
intermingling of all the styles displayed in their album.
Parts of it work, but somehow, it
is not able to hold together as a solid
piece. It comes across as though each
member paid homage to a different
kind of music but stayed in the same
band, forcing all these divergences
into one, single, clashing song. Their
second song, “Gone Beyond,” contains no more than one simple line
of lyrics: “Gone, gone, gone beyond/
Gone completely beyond.”
Is this an attempt at attaining nirvana, reaching a higher state of being
through simplicity and harmonious chanting? Or is it just another
lazy attempt to reach hipster status
through cheap minimalism? This is
for the listener to decide.
While in their live shows Akron/
Family strikes up a rapport with the
crowd — seated, shirtless, accessible
and human — this is not the case
with their album. Rather, they heave

YOUNG GOD RECORDS

‘Meek Warrior’ takes the form of a one-armed, fire-wielding ball wandering the solar system. Take cover.
dogmatic rhythms and vocal mantras into the listener.
If Akron/Family’s new release
is an offering up to the gods, it is
probably not quite what the divine
was searching for. Before one truly

understands the nature of reality,
they must have a firm grip on the
reasoning process that governs the
nature of experience, and this is
where Akron/Family’s own psychedelic workout falls short.
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Artist Steve Mumford takes Koppelman Gallery to ‘Baghdad and Beyond’

LISA CHOW/TUFTS DAILY

Steve Mumford discusses the drawings he produced in Iraq. Mumford’s work is being
exhibited in the Koppelman Gallery until Nov. 19.

At the Aidekman Arts Center yesterday, artist Steve Mumford spoke about his travels to
Iraq during combat and the struggle to create
art in a war zone. Mumford, a 1987 graduate
of the School of the Museum of Fine Arts and
Tufts University‘s five-year dual degree program, currently has the work he produced during his stay in the Middle East on view in the
Koppleman Gallery exhibit entitled, “Baghdad
and Beyond: Drawings by Steve Mumford.”
Mumford traveled to Iraq four times to
make sketches between the years 2003 and
2004 and made a subsequent trip to Brooke
Army Medical Center in Texas to visit Iraq
veterans in early 2006. Mumford described
himself as a “combat artist”: neither an official war artist who has a specific viewpoint
to uphold nor a photojournalist whose main
objective was to follow the fighting.
Instead, Mumford made pen and ink drawings of daily life, from the streets of Baghdad
to a small army base in Samara. “People
would start to warm to me as I would start to
draw, and the suspicion would melt away,”
Mumford said, describing Iraqis’ reactions to
his art.
Many of the “Baghdad and Beyond” drawings are from Mumford’s time with Task Force
27, a patrol unit. “I joined American soldiers
on patrol with my art supplies in a backpack, and I would whip them out, and I’d
start drawing like crazy,” Mumford said.
Mumford was able to complete over 250 of
his 500 pen and ink and watercolor sketches
as the events were taking place; the rest were
finished from photographs he would take
before drawing.
Mumford also explained the emotional
impact of spending time at the Brooke Medical
Center. “I was surprised at the morale at the
facility. 20-year-old guys who had lost their
legs still managed to retain their spirit of optimism,” Mumford said.
One of Mumford’s sketches from the medical center visit depicted three leg amputees
practicing archery; despite the dinginess of the
setting and the amputees’ wheelchairs, their
mental and physical strength were still inherent to their poses, and the juxtaposition of
these elements showed viewers the lingering
vestiges of war.
— Sarah Miller

Cohen’s character amuses while exposing national prejBORAT
continued from page 7

under such pretensions.
This is not to say that there
isn’t a plot at all, because there
is, albeit a loose one. The film
starts off with some scripted
segments acclimating audiences to Borat’s hometown,
introducing us to various
characters such as the Town
Rapist or Borat’s fourth-ranking prostitute sister. Borat then
accepts his mission to travel
with his producer to America
and report back to his mother
country. After arriving in New
York, it isn’t long before Borat
discovers “Baywatch” and is
subsequently sidetracked by
his quest to go to Hollywood
and track down his newfound
love, Pamela Anderson.
During Borat’s cross-country
road trip via ice cream truck,
the audience gets to see the real
heart of the movie: those presumably unscripted interview
sessions that effectively serve

as a series of vignettes about
different aspects of American
culture. These scenes create situations where the interviewees
are undone by their eagerness
to appear polite to this ignorant
foreigner and — even worse —
by their occasional openness to
agree with his prejudiced proclamations.
The film basically works as
an extended version of “Da Ali
G Show,” while remaining loyal
to the original. Fans of the show
will not be disappointed by the
movie, which is remarkable
for any character spin-off flick.
That being said, those who
can’t stand Borat’s character
aren’t going to be won over by
an extended version of the gag.
As for that final group
— those as of yet unexposed
to Borat’s charms — a great
barometer is the trailer. If you
like what you see there, you’ll
like the film. Don’t worry about
the trailer giving away all of
the movie’s jokes; in order to

do that, it would have to be an
hour and 20 minutes long.
Despite the fact that the
great majority of the audience
spent the great majority of the
time laughing, this film is not
for everyone. So who’s going to
be far from pleased with it?
For starters, it’s certainly not
for the easily offended, who
might not be able to get past
the anti-Semitic, homophobic,
sexist comments to realize the
masterful way the movie subverts political incorrectness by
using it as a brilliant tool for
exposing said bigotry in others. It probably doesn’t hurt to
mention that Cohen himself
is Jewish, which we all know
makes it “okay” for him to
remark on Kazakh’s traditional
“Running of the Jew” or his fear
of airplanes ever since “Jews
caused Sept. 11.” (Clearly, the
film is going to cause controversy no matter what the greater purpose of its humor is.)
But if you can see past that,

you’ll discover a biting satire,
full of enlightening expositions
about American culture. Case
in point: Borat’s speech at a
Virginian rodeo about his hope
for the day when President
Bush will “drink the blood of
every man, woman and child
in Iraq” is met with rallying
cheers. Almost as much as it
makes you laugh, the movie
will make you think, “Are these
people for real?”
Actually, some of the gags do
lead to doubt over whether the
footage is as improvised as the
film would have you believe, but
because such skepticism takes
all the magic out of it in a way
not dissimilar from denouncing
Santa Claus, it’s probably best
(not to mention funnier) to take
it all at face value.
In the end, though, Borat’s
brilliance may have caused its
greatest harm. Chances are, you
and the rest of the audience will
be laughing so much, you won’t
even hear half of the movie.

Walkmen make old music old again on cover album
WALKMEN
continued from page 7

over by the songs.
The down-tempo ballads, notably
“Don’t Forget Me” and “Black Sails,”
do provide The Walkmen with some
source material in the same vein as
their own work. Though these darker
ballads are closer to the Walkmen’s
bread and butter, the band doesn’t add
any signature touch to the reincarnations. That’s a pity, because there are
instances where the band could experiment with their own sound — maybe
outbursts of glacial guitar or a chance
for the rhythm section to explode like

it does on the great single “The Rat”
from 2004’s “Bows + Arrows.”
Again, this isn’t any slight to how
aurally pleasing the songs are; “Black
Sails” is a particularly interesting
track, with Mazarin frontman Quentin
Stoltzfus replacing regular lead vocalist Hamilton Leithauser and expertly
mining the haunting, almost Gothic
mood Nilsson explored.
This may be a case where you have
to be careful what you wish for —
while you want to see an artist’s songs
reworked and used for experimentation, you’ve probably also heard those
unfortunate tribute CDs where some

ridiculous band with a name like “The
Dreadheads” do reggae covers of classic rock. The Walkmen play it so safe
on this album it would almost be better to see them attempt something
that would fall into that parody/tribute album genre.
While it is toe-tappingly pleasant
and the musicianship is on par with
the original, “‘Pussy Cats’ Starring The
Walkmen” seems like an album-long
statement of “Look what we can do!”
from the band. Someone needs to
break the bad news to them that, as
good as it may sound, it has all been
done before.

CLASSY CLASSICAL FANS, CHECK
OUT CHORUS PRO MUSICA
Chorus pro Musica opens their 2006-2007
season this Friday, Nov. 3, at the Old South
Church in Copley Square.
Chorus pro Musica, an independent Boston
chorus, was founded in 1949 and is “recognized
for versatility and excellence in performing traditional, adventurous and seldom-heard works,”
according to their Web site.
This Friday’s performance will feature Frank
Martin’s “Mass for Double Chorus” and Henryck
Gorecki’s “Miserere.” Martin wrote “Mass” in
1920, and a Chorus press release described the
piece as one of the greatest “choral monuments
of the 20th century.” On the other end of the
spectrum, the Polish government objected to
“Miserere” being dedicated to a labor party and
prohibited the piece from being performed for
more than seven years after Gorecki penned it in
1981.
Both works, as well as others, will come to
life on Friday under the guidance of Jeffrey Rink,
the Chorus’ current music director, who has
been with the group for 17 years. In 2005, Rink
was awarded the Jacopo Peri Award of the New
England Opera Club for his contributions to that
genre.
Later this season, Chorus pro Musica will perform “An English Christmas” on Dec. 22 at Old
South Church, the “St. John Passion” with an
orchestra on Mar. 23 at the Cathedral Church of
St. Paul and a concert opera on June 3 at NEC’s
Jordan Hall. The chorus will also perform with the
Greater Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra on
Dec. 10 at the Sanders Theater.

COME, MUSIC JUNKIES, TO THE
CMJ MUSIC MARATHON

With over 8 million people, it would be difficult for almost anything to make a significant
dent in the demographic or collective mood
of New York City. However, if Sept. 11 or
“Ghostbusters II” (1989) have taught us anything, it’s that sudden, sweeping changes do
weird things to the city.
It is difficult to predict exactly how, but
expect the CMJ Music Marathon, which
started Tuesday and runs until Saturday, to
cause a spike in the city’s music snobbery. The
convention, which features film screenings,
star-studded panels addressing issues from
every area of the music industry, and — oh
yeah — shows from thousands of bands,
brings together music directors from collegeformat radio stations, independent promoters and booking agents, artists and basically
everyone else that fancies themselves part of
the music business.
The panels, which feature legends like
Chuck D, George Clinton and Steve Earle,
and the film series, which includes advanced
screenings of “Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan” and “The Fountain,” Darren
Aronofsky’s latest, are interesting, but the
best part about the Marathon is the shows.
If a gazillion were a real number, it would be
the best way to describe the lineup, which runs
the gamut from completely obscure to The
Shins. Highlights include criminally underrated
Virginia rap duo Clipse at The Knitting Factory
in one of a handful of shows this year, proggypsychedelics The Secret Machines playing two
nights at The Warsaw, and the disco-tastic
MSTRKRFT, who play during the day at the
Puma store in Union Square (seriously).

TUFTS ALUM AND MUSIC VIDEO
PRODUCER RETURNS TO THE HILL
Do you more than just want your MTV?
Do you wonder about the beginnings of the
all-music station, the music video and how
its form has changed through the years?
Accomplished Tufts alum Dan Lindau (LA ‘80)
returns to campus to discuss the evolution of
the music video industry this Wednesday, Nov
8. The lecture will take place at 12 p.m. in
Eaton 206.
Lindau is partner/owner of The Crossroads
Companies, a multimedia corporation that
was founded in 1989 with the goal of introducing film and music video makers to the
world of advertising.
His lecture, which is sponsored by the
Communications and Media Studies Program,
will give students a look at the ways in which
the imagery, form and subject matter of
music videos have changed over time.
Lindau will also discuss the current popularity of Web sites like YouTube.com, which
makes the videos of both professionals and
amateurs widely and easily accessible. What
are the wider effects of such Web sites on the
television industry? Lindau has the expertise
to inform his fellow Jumbos.

— compiled by Leticia Frazao, Mikey
Goralnik and Diana Landes
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Several months ago, Junior David
Naden threw a party at his off-campus residence. A neighbor called
Somerville Police to file a noise complaint (as neighbors are wont to do).
Somerville Police officers soon arrived
and informed Naden of the complaint.
When he asked what he should do,
they responded that as long as he
turned the music down and closed
the windows to avoid disturbing the
neighbors, the shindig could continue unabated. Naden thanked the officers, bade them farewell, and was just
beginning to get his groove back when
a second set of officers arrived from
the Tufts University Police Department
(TUPD). The officers informed him that
there had been a noise complaint made
against him by his neighbors and that
the police would have to write him up.
This is silly. In essence, two groups of
police officers (SPD and TUPD) arrived
independently to respond to the same
noise complaint. While cooperation
between TUPD and the Somerville and
Medford Police Departments makes
sense in some cases, the arrangement
should work more efficiently if it is
going to work at all.
While some students would cheer the
removal their residences from TUPD’s,
their cheers become noticeably fainter

when informed that they would then
be subject to arrest by Somerville cops
for their partying antics. Disciplinary
action by the university, as many students are aware, is often more forgiving
in this area.
While TUPD has made clear that
their authority does not and should not
end at the edge of campus, asking two
different police departments to cover
the same ground is both unreasonable
and inefficient. Primarily, it is unfair to
the Medford and Somerville cops, who
are forced to respond to the noise violations of boisterous house parties when
they could be devoting their attentions
to more pressing law enforcement matters. Also, Captain Mark Keith has told
the Daily that TUPD often has more
units available when noise complaint
responses are needed.
Every year, about 250 violent crimes
are committed in the city of Somerville.
Would we really prefer that Somerville
police spend their time wresting the
alcohol from the kung fu grip of an
intoxicated student? TUPD exists to
protect the university and the students
who attend, and it should be permitted
and mandated to fulfill that purpose.
And now, a policy proposal. The university already has the address of every
Tufts student, regardless of where he or

she lives. The current policy states that
SPD and MPD will call TUPD if a house
that they are about to visit likely contains a Tufts student.
Why not make it simpler? When
Somerville or Medford receives a noise
complaint, they should check the database of Tufts student addresses to determine whether the residents are students of the university. If so, the town
police department should call TUPD,
which would dispatch officers to the
address. The student only plays host to
one set of officers, and TUPD and SPD
need not waste time and manpower
by responding to the same complaint
twice. Somerville or Medford would,
of course, retain the right to respond
if there was a particular reason, or if
backup was required.
With this plan, students would avoid
the annoyance of two responses for the
same offense, and Somerville, Medford
and TUPD could use their resources
more efficiently. Regardless of which
plan the police departments choose to
adopt, it is imperative that the students
living off campus be informed of their
rights and of the police policy.
These days, it is rare to find a solution
that pleases both the students and the
police department. It would be remiss,
therefore, not to jump on this one.
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Looking at the big picture when voting
UNIVERSITY DAILY KANSAN
In our majoritarian society, we tend
to lavish all the spoils on the victor of
any contest. This is probably a consequence of our capitalist system, which
necessarily produces a winner and a
loser in every transaction. But this view
has now spread to our republican government, which depends on consensus
for accomplishment. A party with 51
percent of the House seats receives
complete control of House procedure,
along with the chairmanships of every
committee.
The media has compounded this
problem by stressing the competitive
angle of every election story. Even their
imagery focuses on the combative side
of politics: “battleground states,” “horse
race,” and “voter mobilization.” This
in turn perpetuates the dichotomous

thinking that has enveloped policy and
politics. One candidate is pro-life, the
other is pro-choice; one supports free
trade, the other is a market protectionist; one supports the war, the other
questions its continuation.
This presents a great danger for voters, and in particular young voters, who
are too young to remember the days
when parties worked together to further the goals of the American people.
We have become so acclimated to the
climate of competition that we can
think of elections in no other terms.
Candidates capitalize on this by presenting every choice as black vs. white,
right vs. wrong. We are told that our
position on just one social issue is justification enough for a vote.
Lost in this kind of thinking is the basic
knowledge that public officials are not
vote-casting automatons who are there
to work merely on one issue. While

one social or fiscal issue may be of the
utmost importance to your values, it
is important to remember that your
candidate of choice will be casting a
number of votes on a variety of issues.
Supporting a candidate based on one
issue means that you are by default
endorsing that candidate’s entire platform, even the parts with which you
disagree.
This Election Day, take care to evaluate the full slate of a candidate’s positions before casting a vote. Try not
to inflate the importance of one issue
to the exclusion of all other considerations. Public officials are organic creatures who work on a wide range of policy matters, and it is important to know
their positions before voting. Don’t get
caught up in the media’s hypercompetitive atmosphere - pick the candidates
who you genuinely believe will be the
best leaders for our government.
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Solution to Thursday’s puzzle

“NESClap killed my mother.”
— Stephanie Vallejo, who wishes to apologize to her very-muchalive mother
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Event
Romance Language Department
- French,Italian,Spanish
Placement Tests
The French, Italian, and Spanish
Placement Tests will be given on
Monday, November 6, 12 noon1:00, for students who wish to
enroll in language courses next
semester and are not sure of
their placement. The Spanish and
French tests will take place in Olin
007 (lab); Italian in Olin 204

Housing
Maria Fodera
2, 4 and 6 bedroom apt. for rent
on Ossipee Road. Available June
1st 2007. Call Maria at 781-9427625 for more information.

Services
Rooms for Rent
2 Bedroom / Office / Lg Apt /
Parking / W&D / Lg. Yard, Walk
to Bus, Tufts, Train; $1175, Ready
Now.Call Jan at 781-396-7785
Rooms Available
Available now or Dec 1, lease
negotiable. 6 mos possible. 3
bedroom, living room, dining room,
eat-in kitchen, driveway, excellent
condition. $1650. 781-367-6067
Rita Simonelli
Graduates Wanted to Rent
Apt/Rooms. 5 Br, 1 Ba, WasherDryer Hookup Kit, Din, Liv,
Bus Stop, Shop etc., Stove,
Refrigerator X Large Rooms. 2
Levels, Just Redone Gleaming
Hardwood Fl, Street parking near

Housing

Services

Tufts/Medford, Fax info to www.
sgraduatestudents@aol.com

California Cryobank_ GotSperm
$$ GOT SPERM? $$
Earn up to $900 /month
Healthy MEN in college or w/
BA/BSwanted for our sperm donor
program.
APPLY ONLINE: www.cryobankdonors.com

Rooms for Rent
Across from Professors Row
(2) 6 bedroom apts. w/ L.R.,
H/W Floors, C.T. eat-in kitchen,
dishwasher, fridge, 2 Baths, F/R
Porches, 4 Car off St. Oarkeng for
each apt., $4800 mon includes
heat, hot water; avail. 9/1/07 call
781-249-1677
Spyder Web Enterprises
Apartments Sublets and
Roommates. List and browse free!
Find an apartment, sublet or room.
In any major city or area. Studio, 1,
2 bdrm $800-3000. www.sublet.
com 1-877-367-7368
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Relationship Problems? Study
Problems? Depressed?
Dr. Richard A. Goodman,
“Newsweek” quoted therapist and
relationship specialist has a few
openings for students. Complete
confidentiality. Tufts insurance
accepted. Call (617) 628-4961

Wanted
Babysitter Needed
Medford family seeks caring,
responsible student to provide
afterschool childcare for daughter
(7) and son (10), Tues & Thurs 2:305:30. Must have own car, good
driving record, references. $12-$14
per hour, depending on experience. If interested, contact: Harris.
Lori@BCG.com

Wanted
STS Travel_ springbreak2007
Call STS for the best deals to
this years top 10 Spring Break
destinations! Earn the highest
rep commissions! Ask about our
group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. 1-800-648-4849. www.
ststravel.com.

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of
the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of
an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Streaky season ends; Jumbos look ahead to a year filled with promise
MEN’S SOCCER
continued from page 16

around to make a realistic run at a postseason berth. And they got it, sparked by a Sept.
26 game against Salve Regina, when Tufts
clawed its way out of a losing streak with a
decisive 5-0 victory.
This revamped Tufts team strung together its most dominant streak of victories in
recent years to combat the hole it dug in the
first five games. Following the Salve Regina
victory, the Jumbos embarked on a five-game
unbeaten streak, which saw the Jumbos outscore opponents 20-2.
The Jumbos quickly established themselves as a legitimate conference opponent
and playoff contender. The most impressive
win during this streak came on the road
against Bowdoin, ranked fourth in New
England at the time, when the Polar Bears
suffered an embarrassing 5-0 defeat at the
hands of the Jumbos.
That victory was a showcase for the capabilities of the Jumbos’ offense, as they put up
five goals on a Bowdoin team coming off two
straight shutouts against conference elites
Middlebury and Amherst. The defense and
goalkeeping were also crucial to maintaining
the Jumbos’ winning ways, as the Jumbos
shut out four of their five opponents on the
streak.
The winning streak came to an end against
Trinity on Oct. 14, when Tufts fell 3-1, ushering in another inconsistent period. The
Jumbos alternated victories and defeats,
downing UMass Dartmouth before falling
to NESCAC rival Williams at home. The team
then clinched the NESCAC Tournament’s
seventh seed with a 2-1 victory over Conn.
College on Oct. 28.
Perhaps the most appropriate ending
for such a polar season was a return visit to
the home field of the Amherst Lord Jeffs, a
team that handily disposed of the Jumbos
by a 2-0 score in the beginning of the year.
In stark contrast to their lackluster initial
showing, the Jumbos fought an admirable
first-round battle against the Jeffs before
succumbing in a penalty kick shootout

after a 3-3 regulation tie.
Although the Jumbos were pleased that
their season turned around after the team’s
dismal debut, the trend of first-round exits
has become an epidemic.
“I’m happy with the second half of the
season and our team’s competitive attitude
throughout the year,” Glass said. “No matter
what the outcome, we always had an emotionally invested drive in every minute we
played.
“On paper, of course I’m disappointed
with our result,” Glass said. “This is my
fourth year losing in the first round of the
playoffs. It seems like we are always playing
to just make the playoffs — I want to win the
conference.”
With the 2006 season in the books, the
Jumbos look ahead to 2007, when they will
be significantly hurt by the effects of graduation. The offense loses its lead scorer in senior
Mattia Chason and a consistent striker in
senior tri-captain Ben Castellot.
“The ability of the graduating seniors, in
all honesty, is some of the best I’ve ever
had,” Ferrigno said. “Obviously it will be hard
to replace skill-wise, but also the mental
strength of the seniors will be an element that
will be difficult to replace.”
The Jumbos will rely on junior Andrew
Drucker to assume control of the defense as the
bedrock of the back four, as defensive strongholds Nass and Glass will be graduating.
Despite the loss of these mainstays, the
squad has a strong returner in freshman
goalkeeping standout Pat Tonelli. Tonelli
logged almost all the Jumbos’ game time
in the net this year, compiling a 1.57 goalsagainst average, a .762 save percentage and
four shutouts.
The offense also has its bright prospects
for next season. Junior Dan Jozwiak’s seven
goals led the emergence of a balanced attack
that featured 11 different goal scorers, compared to last year’s six.
Eight of those 11 are returning, including
freshman midfielder Bear Duker and junior
forward Bob Kastoff, each of whom accumulated nine points this year. The midfield remains

JAMES HARRIS/TUFTS DAILY

Senior forward Mattia Chason takes on a Colby defender in the Jumbos’ 1-1 tie with the
Mules on Sept. 9. The Jumbos finished the season 7-6-2, and were eliminated from the
NESCAC Tournament in a penalty kick shootout with Amherst last weekend.
intact as all members will return with one more
year of experience under their belts.
Junior tri-captain Greg O’Connell, who was
injured off-and-on during the season, will return
to captaincy as a senior to lead the Jumbos.
O’Connell assessed his team’s future with a veteran’s knowledge of a season’s turnover.
“Losing Jon and Aaron at center back

positions will be a pretty big blow, but every
year we lose guys,” he said. “We’re going to
have to have new guys step up and assume
leadership roles and pick up the scoring for
the losses of Mattia and Ben. Jon was a great
emotional leader and we’re going have to find
a way to replace the spark and inspiration he
brought to our team.”

Standouts carry Jumbos into tourney Head-scratchingly dumb coaches
VOLLEYBALL
seem to dominate the sports world
continued from page 16

the championship game in both years before
being swept by the tournament winners,
Williams in 2004 and Colby in 2005. Despite
a lower seeding this year, Tufts hopes to shed
that pattern and bring home a championship.
“I think if we play like we know how
to play, we can be the best team there,”
Wysham said. “It’s just a matter of coming
together and playing well as a team.”
The Jumbos have the talent to win the
championship, but their inconsistent play
could lead to an early exit from the competition.
“I think we’ve definitely been plagued by
injuries, and lulls and ups and downs this
season,” sophomore Kaitlin O’Reilly said.
“I think this tournament, the team that we
want to be, the best possible playing team,
will show up.”
If the Jumbos want to go deep in the tournament, they will need to limit the unforced
serving and passing errors that have crippled
the squad in several games, most notably in
a 3-0 blowout by Williams.
“If we serve tough and pass well, we
will be able to run a very efficient offense,”
Thompson said. “Defensively, we need to
read our opponents and try to be one step
ahead of them mentally. We are a quick and
tough defensive team and I expect us to play

great defense against the tough offenses we
will see.”
Indeed, the squad’s defending ability is
one of its greatest strengths. All season, the
Jumbos’ extraordinary displays of hustle
and desire have frequently compensated
for offensive errors. Sophomore Natalie
Goldstein, senior co-captain Kelli Harrison
and sophomore Maya Ripecky are the team’s
defensive leaders, totaling 520, 359, and 353
digs, respectively.
Harrison is also a leader of the team’s
offense, as she leads Tufts in kills, with 428
— an average of 4.32 a game and nearly a
third of the team’s total.
The Jumbos lost two significant players,
senior co-captain Dana Fleisher and sophomore Caitlyn Dealy, to injury this year, forcing other members of the team, including
Wysham and sophomore Stacy Filocco, to
step into the spotlight.
Wysham has anchored the front line this
season, and Filocco, transitioning from her
backup setter role last season, has been solid
as an outside hitter. If the Jumbos’ championship dream is to come true, Harrison,
Filocco, and Wysham need to have big weekends — with minimal mistakes.
If the Jumbos advance past Conn. College
and take down the Williams-Middlebury
winner, they’ll be playing for the title. The
tournament final will be played at 1 p.m. on
Sunday.

MERTENS
continued from page 15

the open jumper (which he hadn’t been
taking) to take away Paul’s penetration
(which was killing the Celts).
Art Shell: I feel that there is no coach
more entertaining to watch throughout
the course of a game than Mr. Arthur
Shell. I’m fairly confident that he wears a
headset because he’s seen other coaches
do it, not because he actually uses it for
anything, like, say, play-calling, or talking to other coaches. Not only have I
never seen Shell speaking on the sideline,
I’ve never seen his expression change.
Every time the cameras cut to Shell, he
has a placid, vacant expression on his
face, reminiscent of a wife watching some
sports replay at her husband’s bequest.
He might not even know that there’s a
football game going on. It’s the highest of
high comedy. ESPN.com columnist (and
my sportswriting hero) Bill Simmons calls
it the “Art Shell Face”. If you haven’t caught
a Raiders game yet this year, do so, just
for the hilarity that will without fail ensue
when you catch a glimpse of coach Shell.
Dirk Koetter: The football coach of
the Arizona State Sun Devils boasts a
2-20 record against ranked teams in his

tenure at ASU, and with coaching decisions like the one he made against USC
several weeks ago, it’s easy to see why.
Down a touchdown and facing fourthand-23 from his own 22 with 1:19 and
two timeouts left, Koetter elected to
punt. He needed to call one timeout as
soon as the ball was spotted, called the
final timeout after a USC plunge into
the line, and lost the game after USC
kneeled down to kill the clock. Koetter
said that he thought he had a better
chance of forcing a turnover than converting fourth-and-long.
Dirk, the average team in college football turns the ball over 2.1 times per game
and runs about 60 plays in the course of
a game. Based solely on percentages, you
had approximately a 3.5 percent chance
of creating a USC turnover. In real life, that
number is lower, because a good team like
USC is much less likely to turn the ball
over with the game at stake, and a run up
the middle followed by a kneel-down are
significantly less likely to cause a loss of
possession than the average play. I don’t
know what the odds are of converting
fourth and that long, but even my fellow schmucks would have gone for it in
Madden.
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Jumbos look to notch victory Non-contagious ‘swimmer’s itch’ had been
for graduating teammates identified as likely cause of runner’s rashes
RASH
FOOTBALL
continued from page 16

The Mules have been one of
the NESCAC’s most improved
teams over the past few years.
After finishing 4-4 in the 2002
season, Colby improved its
record in each of the next three
seasons — first winning five
games in 2003, then six in 2004,
and then finishing second only
to Trinity in 2005, with a record
of 7-1.
This year, however, the Mules
were hit hard by the graduation of crucial players, and they
stand at 2-4 on the year. Last
weekend, it took them four
overtimes to beat the winless
Bates Bobcats. They eventually
emerged with a 10-7 win when
sophomore kicker Brian Bachow
redeemed himself for an earlier
miss, splitting the uprights for a
game-winning field goal in the
fourth OT.
Needless to say, these 2-4
Mules are not the same team the
Jumbos faced last season — a
team that scored 21 unanswered
points in the second half to top
the Jumbos last November 2816 in Waterville, Maine. And the
Jumbos are not the same, either
— they’ve learned a lesson from
that game that they intend to
put to good use this weekend.
“The lesson that you learn is
that you’ve got to finish,” Samko
said. “Halftime doesn’t mean
anything. You play 60 minutes
in a game, not 30.”
“You can never settle,” said
sophomore wide receiver David
Halas, a key player in last year’s
Colby game. “You can’t be complacent. You can’t ever think
you’re ahead — a couple of big
plays is all it takes, and they’re
back in the game.”
Halas, then a freshman,
had a huge breakout performance at Colby last November.
Statistically, it was the best performance by any Jumbo receiver in 2005, as the rookie gained
104 yards for the Jumbos on four
catches, two of them for touchdowns. His 73-yarder on a pass
from then-quarterback Casey
D’Annolfo was the Jumbos’ longest gain of the season. This
year, however, the Mules will
likely be more prepared for the
Jumbo offense.
“This will probably be the
most physical defense that we
face this year,” Halas said.
“I think they start three
defensive backs, and they’re all
seniors. This is going to be a very

tough, very physical game.”
The effects of graduation on
this Colby team are undeniable.
The Mules’ losses from last
year’s 7-1 team include Aaron
Stepka, the league’s leading
rusher from last season with
778 yards on the ground, Jon
Vacca and Michael Tomich, two
of the league’s most explosive
receivers, and cornerback Mike
Bracco, who led the NESCAC in
interceptions with four.
“They graduated a lot of
guys last year,” Samko said.
“They’re still very physical, and
they’re probably still top four
in the league in defense. I think
they’ve had some injuries on
the offensive side of the ball
though.”
One piece of the puzzle that
still remains is quarterback
Justin Smith. Now a senior cocaptain, Smith has been under
center for all four years at
Colby, including three years as
the undisputed starter. He has
struggled this season, however,
throwing for four touchdowns
and six picks, with the seventh-best passer rating in the
league.
“He’s very good, very athletic,” Samko said of Smith. “When
he was a freshman, he was the
second-string
quarterback.
Their quarterback got hurt, so
he started against us. I was very
impressed with him, even back
when he was a freshman. He
was very mobile.”
The Jumbos sit in a fifthplace tie with Wesleyan in the
NESCAC standings at 3-3, while
the Mules are tied for seventh at
2-4.
On paper, the game looks
winnable for the Jumbos, who
want to get a win in their final
home game. Saturday is Senior
Day, and Samko wants nothing
more than to win one for his
graduating seniors.
“I have a lot of respect for
those kids, a tremendous
amount of respect,” Samko said
of his senior class.
“There’s a bunch of guys here
who have worked really hard for
four years. I feel strongly about
these guys. I really appreciate
what they’ve done.
“In the scope of things, in 10
or 20 years ... you forget about
the records, you forget about
the stats,” Samko continued.
“But you don’t forget about the
guys. You don’t forget about the
friendships that you’ve made
here.”

The itching has caused
NESCAC runners the utmost
discomfort, although the
symptoms are supposed to
clear up within a week.
“It seems to be clearing itself up,” Ethan Barron,
the Tufts men’s coach, said.
“Swimmer’s itch usually
clears itself up within seven
days, and we’re about five
days deep right now. A lot of
guys are kind of through the
worst of it.”

continued from page 16

vae in their blood, which in
turn infect snails. The snails
produce a different species
of larvae called cercariae,
which search for a suitable
host. Humans are not suitable
hosts, and the larvae die after
burrowing into human skin
but cause an allergic reaction.
The CDC specifically cautions people against swimming or wading in marshy
areas, where snails are commonly found, and cautions
that larvae are more prevalent in standing water near
shorelines.
The severity of the case is
affected by the amount of
time spent in the water as
well as body parts exposed to
the water. Runners who fell in
the water have more serious
cases, as have runners who
competed in the deeper water
of the open race.
Bishop noted that seven of
his 12 runners that competed
in the women’s varsity race,
which began at 11:45, have the
disease, and two of them are
suffering from severe cases.
There are two other severe
cases affecting two girls that
competed in the open race.
“We have had a couple of
cases that are really quite bad
and others who have just a
couple of spots that itch a little,” Bishop said of his team.
“There are other people that
have nothing whatsoever.”

“It’s something that
we’ll probably look
back on in a few years
and find it extremely
humorous but right
now those inflicted
now probably don’t
find it too humorous.”
Ethan Barron
men’s cross country coach

The rash is increasingly
concerning with the ECAC
Championships approaching
tomorrow.
“The itching seems to be a
factor on people’s sleep, and
sleep is probably the number
one concern that you want to
stay focused on during a championship run,” Barron said.

Bishop and the rest of
NESCAC were blindsided by
the outbreak.
“I have never ever heard
of even a single person having anything like this occur,”
Bishop said. “There was no
way in advance that anybody
could have known that this
was going to happen.”
Bishop said that he doesn’t
believe the outbreak will
affect Conn. College’s relationship with Harkness or its
ability to host NESCAC cross
country meets. For the past
five years, the Camels have
hosted a September invitational at the state park without issue.
“To us, we see it as a very
unfortunate, but one-time
oddball event,” Bishop said.
“We’d like to understand it
better, but given years and
years of running out there in
normal circumstances, nothing like this has ever occurred.
We think then that it must be
the product of highly unusual
weather we had on Saturday
and the water being as high as
it was.”
“I think it was a just a
coincidence of a lot of factors coming together at one
time,” Barron said. “It was
just an unlucky situation
for NESCACs. It’s something
that we’ll probably look back
on in a few years and find
it extremely humorous, but
right now those inflicted now
probably don’t find it too
humorous.”

SCHEDULE | November 3 - November 9

JumboCasts

FRI

SAT

Volleyball
8:00 p.m.

Football
12:30 p.m.

SUN

TUES

WED

THURS

vs.Middlebury NESCAC Finals
@ Bowdoin
TBD
1:30 p.m.

Field Hockey

Football

vs. Colby
12:30 p.m.

Men’s
Cross Country

@ Williams
ECAC Champ.
12:00 p.m.

Women’s
Cross Country

@Williams
ECAC Champ.
12:00 p.m

Volleyball

MON

vs. Conn. Coll.
at Williams
8 p.m.

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Field Hockey
(11-4, 6-3 NESCAC)

Volleyball

Field Hockey

(23-7, 7-3 NESCAC)

NESCAC Tournament

CONFERENCE OVERALL

Bowdoin
Middlebury
Williams
Tufts
Trinity
Amherst
Wesleyan
Bates
Conn. Coll.
Colby

W
8
8
7
6
5
3
3
2
2
1

L
1
1
2
3
4
6
6
7
7
8

W
13
13
12
11
9
8
6
6
6
4

L
1
2
3
4
6
7
9
8
8
10

Individual Statistics
Michelle Kelly
I. Casellas-Katz
Marlee Kutcher
Stacey Watkins
Brittany Holiday
Tess Jasinski
Kathleen Martin
Emma Kozumbo
Brianna Sullivan
Dana Svendsen
Corey Green

G
10
4
6
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

A
0
9
2
6
1
5
1
1
0
0
0

Pts
20
17
14
14
9
7
3
3
2
2
2

Goalkeeping
GA S S%
M. Duffy-Cabana 15
.842

CONFERENCE OVERALL

Williams
Amherst
Conn. Coll.
Tufts
Wesleyan
Trinity
Bowdoin
Middlebury
Bates
Colby
Hamilton

W
10
7
7
7
7
6
4
3
2
2
0

L
0
3
3
3
3
4
6
7
8
8
10

W
23
24
19
23
18
16
20
13
12
13
9

L
6
4
8
7
8
6
10
14
19
19
21

No. 2 Middlebury def. No. 7 Wesleyan
No. 6 Amherst def. No. 3 Williams
No. 4 Tufts def. No. 5 Trinity

Semifinals - Saturday, Nov. 4
at Bowdoin
No. 2 Middlebury vs. No. 4 Tufts
No. 1 Bowdoin vs. No. 6 Amherst

Finals - Sunday, Nov. 5
at Bowdoin
Semifinal winners

Volleyball

Kills SA
399 31
294 35
266 17
130 5
91
3
56
3
40 14

Defensive
Wysham
Allende
Filocco
Ripecky
Goldstein
Harrison

B
129
62
27
0
0
37

Digs
84
25
231
344
495
335

A
6
2
13
8
19
3
912

NESCAC Tournament
at Williams
First Round - Friday, Nov. 3
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

Williams vs. No. 8 Middlebury
Wesleyan vs. No. 7 Bowdoin
Amherst vs. No. 6 Trinity
Tufts vs. No. 5 Conn. College

Semifinals - Saturday, Nov. 4
Winner No. 1/No. 8 vs. Winner No. 4/No. 5
Winner No. 2/No. 7 vs. Winner No. 3/No. 6

Finals - Sunday, Nov. 5
Semifinal winners

Women's Cross Country
NE Regional Rankings
(as of Oct. 23, 2006)

CONFERENCE

First Round - Sunday, Oct. 29

Individual Statistics
Offensive
Harrison
Wysham
Filocco
Allende
Denniston
Helgeson
O'Reilly

Football
(3-3 NESCAC)

Williams
Amherst
Trinity
Middlebury
Tufts
Wesleyan
Colby
Hamilton
Bates
Bowdoin

W
6
5
5
4
3
3
2
2
0
0

L Pct
0 1.000
1 .833
1 .833
2 .667
3 .500
3 .500
4 .333
4 .333
6 .000
6 .000

Individual Statistics
Passing
Russo

C-A Yds. TD
60-112 607 5

Rushing
Georges
Forde
Cammuso
Ricketson
Anderson
Gaylord

Att.
73
47
33
2
17
15

Yds. TD
336 1
187 1
125 0
1
93
0
65
1
39

Receiving
Menty
Halas
Von Ancken
Jagiela

No.
20
12
6
6

Yds. TD
221 1
176 4
0
75
0
41

Ranking, Team, Points
1. Amherst, 90
2. Middlebury, 79
3. Tufts, 69
4. Williams, 67
5. Keene State, 50
6. Colby, 47
7. MIT, 39
8. Coast Guard, 25
9. Brandeis, 16
10. Bates/Conn. Coll., 5

Div. III Men's Basketball
Preseason Rankings
(as of Nov. 1, 2006)
Team, first-place votes (previous)
1. Virginia Weslean, 23 (1)
2. Wooster, 1 (9)
3. Amherst, 1 (4)
4. Wisconsin-Whitewater (15)
5. Ohio Northern (--)
6. Baldwin Wallace (12)
7. William Patterson (24)
8. Calvin (14)
9. St. Thomas (20)
12. Tufts (22)

Men's Cross Country
NE Regional Rankings

Volleyball
NE Regional Rankings

(as of Oct. 23, 2006)

(as of Oct. 23, 2006)

Ranking, Team, Points
1. Williams, 67
2. Bowdoin, 66
3. Amherst, 51
4. Wesleyan, 49
5. Trinity, 38
6. MIT, 33
7. Bates, 26
8. Tufts, 23
9. Brandeis, 12
10. Middlebury/Keene State, 9

Ranking, Team, Points
1. Williams, 67
2. Bowdoin, 66
3. Amherst, 51
4. Wesleyan, 49
5. Trinity, 38
6. MIT, 33
7. Bates, 26
8. Tufts, 23
9. Brandeis, 12
10. Middlebury/Keene State, 9
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SPORTS

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY

MATT MERTENS | FREELANCER

Second seven sure to step up for Saturday’s NESCACs
BY

AMY ROSENBAUM
Daily Staff Writer

The women’s cross country team will run
its second race of the season on the Williams
course tomorrow, this time for the Eastern
College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Div. III
Cross Country Championships.
While the top seven Jumbo runners are
resting up for the Div. III New England
Regionals, the eighth- 14th-ranked runners
have a chance to step into the spotlight and
end the season on a high note. Tufts will be
represented by seniors Melissa Henry, Angie
Lee and Sam Moland, sophomores Susan
Allegretti, Betsy Aronson, Kate Charyk and
Veronica Jackson, and junior Anna Shih.
“I think it’s a good opportunity for the
team to step up,” Moland said. “Also, it’s
great for the second seven, especially to be
able to run at the top of the race.”
Saturday will be the last race for most of
the “second seven,” which for the Jumbos
is actually a second eight. Although ECACs
is a generally seen as a developmental race
for younger runners and a chance for the
seniors to end their cross country careers
in style, for Moland, who earned All-ECAC
honors last year with a ninth-place finish,
and Allegretti, this Saturday holds a promis-

ing opportunity. With the Jumbos’ Nationals
team still undecided, a high finish at ECACs
could punch the pairs’ ticket to NCAAs.
“For both [Allegretti and Moland], who
were in and out of the top five all year, it’s
a big race,” coach Kristen Morwick said.
“We essentially have nine runners for seven
spots, so this will decide who gets to race at
Nationals.”
Sending the strongest team possible to
Regionals on the path to Nationals is definitely a goal for the Tufts women, whose
outstanding track record this season has
earned a corresponding jump in the Div.
III New England polls. Sitting right behind
Amherst (100), the 10th-ranked team in
the nation, the Jumbos’ 88 points put them
ahead of both Williams (79) and Middlebury
(73), both of whom they overtook in last
week’s second place finish at NESCACs.
With league rivals Amherst, Bates, Colby,
Conn. College, Middlebury, and host
Williams included among the 40 teams converging on the Ephs’ course this Saturday, the
field is going to be large for ECACs. Luckily,
size won’t be too much of an issue, thanks to
the relative broadness of the course.
“We were lucky to be able to see [the
course] earlier this season,” Morwick said.
“Williams’ [course] doesn’t narrow too

quickly, so there’s a good thousand meters
for the race to string out.”
The last time the women ran at Williams
was Oct. 14 at the Plansky Invitational with
the team split between the 4K distance and
the 5K. The separate squads earned second
and third place, respectively, with senior
tri-captain Catherine Beck (4K) and sophomore Evelyn Sharkey (5K) each winning
their respective race. With the entire team’s
focus on the same distance in the upcoming championship, similar results should
ensue.
“Shooting for the top five is a reasonable
goal after the kind of season we’ve been
having,” Morwick said. “Last year, we were
second, after losing to Amherst by only two
points, even though our team was a bit
deeper last year.”
Amherst is the defending champion, but
a two point separation hardly seems like
much of an obstacle, easily spanned by a
single runner stepping up to pass another.
Seeing how the season’s been going for the
Tufts women, it’s entirely possible, and likely
probable, that ECACs will bring some standout performances.
“All of our hard workouts and races have
put us in a great position to do well,” Moland
said. “We just have to go all out.”

INSIDE COLLEGE BASKETBALL

New and improved Syracuse squad shakes off last season
BY

ADAM COOPERSTOCK
Senior Staff Writer

Last season was quite a rollercoaster ride
for Syracuse and its fans. Expectations
were high as point guard Gerry McNamara,
the last significant remaining player from
the 2003 national championship team,
entered his last season with the Orange.
The team failed to meet those lofty goals,
suffering bouts of inconsistency in between
flashes of brilliance.
Their results speak to the unpredictability of their season. First came a 40-point
blowout loss to Depaul, a team which
failed to make the NCAA Tournament, followed by an unprecedented run to the
Big East Conference Tournament title.
The tides turned quickly once the Orange
reached the NCAA Tournament, where
they suffered a loss to 12-seed Texas A&M
in the first round.
Most people thought that the Orange,
led by McNamara, would be competitive
the entire season into March, but their lack
of overall talent, depth and consistency
ultimately led to their demise. Few have
considered the possibility, however, that
the Orange might actually be better off
without McNamara this year.
Let’s start with Gerry himself. Despite
his leadership qualities and ability to hit
clutch shots, McNamara was a decidedly average point guard. He often made

ill-advised passes and had questionable
shot selection. In addition, he was relatively undersized and didn’t have adequate
speed to compensate. Add in the mix that
he was a mediocre defender, and you’re
left with one of the more over-hyped players in recent memory. He wouldn’t have
won a national championship without
Carmelo Anthony; indeed he fell short
during March Madness in the three years
since Anthony left Syracuse. The loss of
Gerry is not nearly as significant as it might
appear.
Instead, take a look at what the Orange
have. In place is a solid front line led
by seniors Demetris Nichols, Terrence
Roberts and Daryl Watkins, veterans who
will be expected to take the reins now
that McNamara is gone. Sophomore guard
Eric Devendorf steps in as their floor general. He creates his own shot better than
McNamara and will be a more effective
point guard with a year under his belt.
New talent also comes to Syracuse in
freshman Paul Harris, one of the most
touted recruits in the country and the
most hyped player to come to Syracuse
since Anthony’s one-year appearance in
Orange. Part of the hype comes from the
fact that Harris is somewhat reminiscent
of a young Carmelo. While he doesn’t have
Anthony’s size or skills, he is a talented
and versatile player who will immediately
become a tough match-up for most oppo-

nents. He is a bit of a raw talent, but he
has tremendous potential and before long,
could morph into the multi-talented go-to
scorer that Syracuse desperately needs.
With Harris, Nichols, and Roberts, the
Orange have a trio of long, athletic forwards who should thrive in coach Jim
Boeheim’s trademark 2-3 zone defense.
The team sometimes struggled in the zone,
a combination of personnel problems and
a schedule that showcased many sharpshooting perimeter teams. Expect them to
be more tenacious on the defensive end
this year.
Finally, the Orange have the benefit of a
weaker Big East. This is not the same conference that sent eight teams to the NCAA
Tournament last season. Departures of
key players at Connecticut, Marquette,
Villanova and Louisville, among others,
leave the conference fairly wide open.
While Georgetown and Pittsburgh are,
with good reason, the early favorites, it isn’t
obvious which other teams will emerge as
frontrunners. The opportunity is there for
the taking, and the Orange are well positioned to claim the conference crown.
It seems as if the stars have aligned for
Syracuse to build upon last year’s disappointment. The progress of the veterans
and the development of Harris will make
or break their season, thrusting last year’s
inconsistent Orange back into the spotlight.

An ode to lousy coaching

L

et’s be clear: the closest I’ll ever
come to running a football team
is playing the Franchise mode

on Madden. NBA GMs aren’t swarming
Wren Hall asking me to be their next
coach. I’m just some schmuck who sits
on his couch and thinks that he could do
a better job than the guy stomping the
sidelines — doesn’t make it true.
But with that said, at one time or another, all these coaches have made me cock
my head and say, “What on earth is that
guy thinking?”
Maurice Cheeks: For those of you who
don’t recall, when he was coaching the
Blazers, he sang a national anthem duet
with a 13-year-old girl who had stage
fright in front of a sold-out Rose Garden.
It was one of the kindest gestures I’ve ever
seen.
But as nice a man as Cheeks is, by all
accounts, he just isn’t a good basketball
coach. Mo is a “players’ coach,” which can
work in some instances, but in Portland
in the early 2000s, it was akin to letting
the inmates run the asylum. The players
ignored instructions from the sidelines to
run their own plays.
Cheeks’ tenure in Philadelphia has been
less than successful, as well, as he’s been
completely unable to integrate the talents
of Allen Iverson and Chris Webber, or get
Philly’s highly paid role players to perform
at the level that their salaries dictate.
Doc Rivers: He just seems like a bad
coach. Last year, Doc had a plethora of
young talent — Delonte West, Al Jefferson,
Tony Allen, Kendrick Perkins — and decided that the best way to develop it was
to play a 12-man rotation. Giving young
players 30 minutes one night and four
the next isn’t a fantastic way to build their
confidence or their abilities. Every team
in the NBA runs an eight- or a nine-man
rotation (except Boston) for a reason: the
team performs better when the players
know their roles.
From what I’ve seen, he’s not the greatest game coach either. On Wednesday, in
a game that Boston lost, Chris Paul was
destroying the Celtics on the pick-androll. Even the announcers were questioning why Rivers wasn’t having Paul’s man
slide underneath the screen, giving up
see MERTENS, page 13

Matthew Mertens is a sophomore who has
not yet declared a major.

Editors' Challenge | Week 9
The Daily Sports Department did marginally better in Week 9, with everyone coming
in above .500. For the second straight week, Andrew "Beatrice Arthur" Bauld led the field,
vaulting to second place. In a momentary flash of NFL competence, Kelley "International Jetsetter" Vendeland moved out of last place for the first time this season with a week's-best 10-4
record, leaving Tom "a-hawk chop" Eager along in the cellar. Dave "Estelle Getty" Pomerantz
lost sole claim to first place, going 7-7 and opening the door for Andrew Silver, who squeezed
even with an 8-6 week in the latest chapter of the 106 Tilton saga.
Evans "Clinchmeister" Clinchy broke the Three-Stooges tie, turning in a slightly plus-

.500 record to put some space between him and Alex "Big Boobs McGee" Bloom and Rachel
Dolin "out the punishment."
With the halfway mark behind us, and the top six separated by just four games,
the race is getting hotter than, well, the Daily office. This week provides several windows of
opportunity, with the leaders splitting on Indianapolis-New England, Cincinnati-Baltimore, and
Pittsburgh-Denver. (p.s. Pittsburgh sucks).
Hoping his knowledge of Tufts football and general athleticism translate,"Big Ben"
Simon offers his guest picks.

OVERALL RECORD
LAST WEEK

Dave
65-35
7-7

Andrew S.
65-25
8-6

Andrew B.
63-37
10-4*

Evans
62-38
8-6

Alex
61-39
7-7

Rachel
61-39
7-7

Liz
58-42
8-6

Kelley
55-49
10-4*

Tom
52-46
8-6

Ben Simon

Kansas City at St. Louis
Houston at NY Giants
Tennessee at Jacksonville
New Orleans at Tampa Bay
Dallas at Washington
Miami at Chicago
Green Bay at Buffalo
Cincinnati at Baltimore
Atlanta at Detroit
Minnesota at San Francisco
Denver at Pittsburgh
Cleveland at San Diego
Indianapolis at New England

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
Tampa Bay
Dallas
Chicago
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Minnesota
Pittsburgh
San Diego
Indianapolis

Kansas City
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Green Bay
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Minnesota
Pittsburgh
San Diego
New England

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Green Bay
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Minnesota
Denver
San Diego
New England

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Green Bay
Balitmore
Atlanta
Minnesota
Denver
San Diego
New England

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Buffalo
Baltimore
Atlanta
Minnesota
Pittsburgh
San Diego
Indianapolis

St.Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Buffalo
Baltimore
Atlanta
Minnesota
Denver
San Diego
New England

Kansas City
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Green Bay
Baltimore
Atlanta
Minnesota
Denver
San Diego
Indianapolis

Kansas City
NY Giants
Tennessee
New Orleans
Dallas
Chicago
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Atlanta
Minnesota
Denver
San Diego
New England

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Washington
Chicago
Green Bay
Baltimore
Atlanta
Ninnesota
Denver
San Diego
Indianapolis

St. Louis
NY Giants
Jacksonville
New Orleans
Washington
Chicago
Green Bay
Baltimore
Atlanta
Minnesota
San Diego
Pittsburgh
New England

MONDAY NIGHT
Oakland at Seattle
(Points Total)

Seattle
28

Seattle
31

Seattle
31

Seattle
49

Seattle
41

Seattle
25

Seattle
31

Seattle
24

Seattle
35

Seattle
49
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VOLLEYBALL

MEN’S SOCCER RECAP

Tonight brings first-round bout with Camels

Loss to Amherst
ends Tufts’ season

Tufts must minimize inconsistency to advance in NESCAC Tournament this weekend
BY SAM

KRUMHOLZ

Jumbos recover from rocky
start, earn tournament spot

Senior Staff Writer

The volleyball team’s wild ride takes another turn this weekend, as the Jumbos head to
Williams for the first round of the NESCAC
Tournament.
With a 7-3 NESCAC record, the Jumbos
were locked in a four-way tie for second place
in the conference with Wesleyan, Amherst,
and Conn. College. Head-to-head records
broke the tie, and Wesleyan received the second seed, Amherst came away in the third
slot, and Tufts emerged from the deadlock
with the fourth seed for the tournament.
Although Tufts was not satisfied with the
fourth seed, the team feels that the ranking is
irrelevant to the tournament results.
“Seeds don’t matter at this point,” coach
Cora Thompson said. “Every team is playing
to keep their season alive. It’s playoff time.”
The seeding means that the Jumbos will
play fifth-seeded Conn. College tonight at 8
p.m. Tufts has already faced the Camels once
this season, coming away with a 3-1 win in
New London on Oct. 17.
If the Jumbos advance past the first round,
they will face the winner of the WilliamsMiddlebury game, with the second round
starting at 1 p.m. tomorrow. The potential for
a rematch against the first-seeded Ephs, with
whom Tufts has split two matches so far this
season, is certainly on the Jumbos’ minds, but
Tufts needs to maintain its focus on defeating
the Camels.
“[Conn. College] is pretty scrappy,” junior
Katie Wysham said. “We can’t make any big
mistakes, and we have to serve well again,

BY JAMES

KALEC

Contributing Writer

In the past two years Tufts entered the tournament as the second seed and progressed to

It was a season of extremes for the
men’s soccer team.
After a preseason tour of England, the
Jumbos started the year with a woeful 04-1 record with little hope for the remainder of the season. The offense struggled,
and the defense failed to contain stronger
teams or hold onto leads.
However, as the team chemistry
improved, coupled with the return of
senior defender Aaron Nass, who suffered
a collapsed lung last year, the team’s fortunes improved significantly, ultimately
reversing a poor start into a berth in the
NESCAC Tournament. The team finished
the year at 7-6-2 overall, with a 3-5-2 conference record.
“After a winless five-game opening, the
team didn’t throw in the towel,” coach
Ralph Ferrigno said. “The pace we set in
the latter two-thirds [of the season] was
what I expected of our team for the whole
season. I give the team credit for not giving up and working hard to play at the
level they were capable of.”
After earning a tie and three losses
in their first four NESCAC matches, the
Jumbos needed an improbable turn-

see VOLLEYBALL, page 13

see MEN’S SOCCER, page 13

JEFF CHEN/TUFTS DAILY

The volleyball team might have infused some lighter fun into its practice on Tuesday, but the
Jumbos will be all business as they face Conn. College at 8 p.m. tonight in the first round of
the NESCAC Tournament. The match will be played at top-seeded host Williams.
and be able to play well as a team. There’s a
temptation to look towards Williams because
we have a grudge against them, but we can’t
overlook Conn. College for sure.”

FOOTBALL PREVIEW

INSIDE THE NESCAC

Jumbos will try
to best Colby’s
stubborn Mules

The itchy and scratchy show: Runners leave NESCAC with rash

BY

EVANS CLINCHY

Daily Editorial Board

October was a month to forget for the football team.
After starting the month with
a 16-6 win over Bowdoin, the
Jumbos quickly dropped three
straight games, and none of
them were particularly close.
First came a 17-0 blowout at the
hands of the four-time defending league champion Trinity
Bantams. Then the Jumbos
fell 38-14 to the undefeated
Williams Ephs, the NESCAC’s
best offense — followed immediately by a 24-6 drubbing
on the road against Amherst,
which brought the league’s best
defense.
Despite the rough record this
month, the Tufts squad remains
resolute, as the three straight
losses have done nothing to
deter the team’s mindset.
“The attitude hasn’t changed
at all, to be honest with you,”
coach Bill Samko said. “After
each of those games, we’ve had
three really good weeks of practice. Tuesday and Wednesday,
we had really good practices
this week.”
The Jumbos have been outscored 79-20 in their last three
games, against three teams with
a combined record of 16-2. But
with November football on the
horizon, things may start to look
up for the Jumbos. This weekend brings the Colby Mules, a
less formidable opponent than
any the Jumbos have faced over
the past three weeks, to town.
see FOOTBALL, page 14
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During Saturday’s NESCAC
Championships at Harkness
Memorial State Park in
Waterford, Conn., hundreds of
runners battled strong winds
and swirling rain in addition
to the 6,000- or 8,000-meter
distance.
But the NESCAC runners didn’t expect the battle
against Mother Nature to continue after the race.
In the wake of the meet,
many league runners have
contracted a rash, which
Conn. College officials believe
to be the non-contagious
“swimmer’s itch.” Across the
league, runners find themselves covered with bumpy
red pustules and poison ivylike itch associated with the
rash, known officially as cercarial dermatitis.
“That’s our best estimate
as to what it is at this point in
time,” Ned Bishop, the Conn.
College women’s coach, said.
“We don’t have anything else
that seems like a stronger
possibility.”
While coaches and school
health officials have been
scratching
their
heads,
NESCAC runners have been
scratching away at their legs
and ankles, dubbing the rash
“The NESClap.”
“Most of us have it just
completely covering our legs,
from our upper thighs to our
ankles,” Tufts senior Peter
Goransson said. “My legs have
almost no ‘bare’ spots.”
Goransson estimated that
over 80 percent of his team
had some form of the itching,
with varying levels of severity. Bishop estimated that the
overall figure is somewhere
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Tufts senior Emily Chen takes a spill in the marsh on the Conn. College cross country course at Harkness
Memorial State Park at the NESCAC Championships on Saturday. A majority of runners who competed on
Saturday have some form of swimmer’s itch.
between 50 and 60 percent.
“There are some schools
that I haven’t heard from, and
it seems to vary quite a bit
from one team to another, so
I’m just taking a stab at it,”
Bishop said.
The NESCAC runners have
put together a Facebook.
com group — “Victims of the
NESCAC Rash” — and have
posted pictures and advice on
how to deal with the rash.
The course at Harkness
Memorial State Park sits
abreast the Atlantic Ocean
and includes a marsh loop,
which confines the race to
single-file. Saturday’s conditions, however, forced Conn.
College officials to adjust

the course through a newly
mowed section of the marsh.
“We had gone through there
a couple of times,” Bishop
said. “I didn’t run in the [open]
race, but I spent a lot of time
down in that area prior to the
meet several times that week.
I have not had any outbreaks
— knock on wood — of that
rash.”
As the day progressed
and the rains continued, the
water level in the marsh rose.
According to Goransson, at
the start of the varsity race at
11:00 a.m., there was a 50-foot
stretch of the course in the
marsh under water, and the
water level was close to two
feet. The steady rain wors-

ened conditions for the 1:00
p. m. open race.
“By the time the open race
started, the water portion of
the marsh loop stretched at
least 100 meters straight,”
said Goransnon, who ran in
the open race. “And with the
continuing storm conditions
and tide coming in, it was
knee-to-waist deep during
the open race.”
According to the Center
for Disease Control (CDC),
swimmer’s itch is caused by
parasitic larvae that live in
both freshwater and marine
water. Birds infected with the
parasite can carry the larsee RASH, page 14

